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The modem, highly competitive business of producing low cost, premium quality iron via the 
blast furnace route requires precise process control and a thorough understanding of the key 
operational variables. Much of the understanding of the factors influencing the process can only 
be obtained from measuring and testing on each individual furnace. This is particularly the case 
with regard to the raw materials charging system, as local factors including raw material 
specification and specific equipment design greatly influence the process.
When BHP Steel Flat Products Division embarked on the massive project of adding a new blast 
furnace to the Port Kembla Steelworks a decision was made to ensure the plant would begin 
operations only after it was thoroughly understood. In keeping with this approach, a significant 
program of testing was undertaken on the new No.6 Blast Furnace charging system. This thesis 
details the work done, the results gained and the application of the information on the now 
operating plant.
As the ultimate purpose of the blast furnace charging system is to enable the raw materials to be 
placed inside the furnace accurately and consistently in a predictable and controlled way, the aim 
of the test work undertaken on the charging system was to build the understanding necessary to 
allow the plant to be set up to achieve the desired burden distribution on the stockline.
The testing covered the raw materials handling system from the point where the material is first 
diverted to No.6 Blast Furnace all the way to the inside of the furnace on the burden surface. The 
information was used to characterise individual pieces of equipment and the systems which 
together are the charging system.
The furnace operation since the original blow-in in June 1996 has been remarkably smooth, with 
the furnace reaching the uprating targets comfortably. The excellent progress made during the 
uprating and the consequent stable operation is significantly attributable to the extensive work 
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Batch - a discrete quantity of raw materials, including separate loads of coke and ferrous 
material, loaded onto the blast furnace feed conveyor. Batches are sent periodically to the furnace 
top to fill the Paul Wurth receiving hopper.
Blow In - the starting of a blast furnace. This involves sealing the vessel and blasting hot gas into 
the furnace through tuyeres positioned around the lower circumference of the bosh.
Bosh - the section of the blast furnace from the tuyere level up to the bottom of the shaft, or 
stack. The root of the cohesive zone lies in this area.
Burden - the raw materials inside the blast furnace.
Charge - the raw materials contained in one batch which travels to the furnace top on the feed 
conveyor.
Charging - the act of dumping the contents of the Paul Wurth material hopper into the blast 
furnace.
Cohesive Zone - the region within the blast furnace where the solid burden softens and melts. 
The cohesive zone generally forms an inverted 4V’ shape extending up from the tip of the 
raceway region.
Coke - produced by heating coal in the absence of air. Contains in excess of 80% carbon. 
Degradation - the breaking down of particles into smaller pieces as a result of impacts and 
wearing action.
Discharge - the material loaded into the blast furnace from one full Paul Wurth material hopper. 
Ferrous - the term used to describe mixtures of raw materials bearing iron rich compounds.
Flux - material included in the raw material mixture to aid the formation of slag. The main flux 
used at BHP’s No.6 Blast Furnace is quartzite. The slag is formed from silica and impurities in 
the burden.
Funnel Flow - occurs when some material remains stationary while the rest of the material in a 
bin is discharging. Generally, material in the central core of the bin discharges first with material 
adjacent to the bin walls drawn last.
Homogeneous - equally distributed, even. In the case of a mixture of materials of different sizes, 
a homogeneous mixture is one in which the particle sizes are evenly distributed throughout the 
sample.
Iron Ore - a blast furnace raw material mined from the earth. Iron ore is generally comprised of 
iron oxide (Fe20 3 , Fe30 4 are common iron oxides) and impurities. The impurities are dug up 
with the iron oxide and form a molten slag in the blast furnace.
Layer - the volume of one batch of material inside the furnace.
Lump Ore - iron ore particles of approximately 15mm to 20mm mean size. Predominately 
sourced from mines in the Pilbara Region in Western Australia for BHP Steel.
Mass Flow - occurs when all the material in a bin is moving when any material is discharging 
from the bin.
N ut Coke - small size coke of approximately 16mm mean particle size. Sometimes charged with 
the ferrous material to alter the chemical balance in the ferrous layer inside the furnace.
Paul Wurth (PW) - an international company based in Luxembourg which designs and builds 
blast furnace equipment.
Pellets - spherical particles manufactured from iron ore. Mean particle size is approximately 
10mm. A high quality iron bearing material with low levels of impurities.
Photogrammetry - a survey technique used to locate points in space. Two cameras are mounted 
along side one another and close together. The positioning of the cameras relative to the subject 
is surveyed to enable measurements to be taken from the photos. The firing of the cameras is 
synchronised to enable a stereo image of the subject to be produced from the two photos. Once 
the stereo image is developed measurements are taken from it to determine physical 
characteristics of the subject, such as dimensions, angles and position in space and these can then 
be directly compared to measurements taken from other images of similar subjects.
Raceway - the area of the blast furnace where the highest temperatures are generated (in the 
vicinity of 2300°C). The raceway extends out from the nose of the tuyeres in the shape of a 
balloon. It is where the hot air which is blasted into the furnace reacts most actively with the 
coke.
Shaft - the region of the blast furnace extending from above the bosh level to the top of the 
furnace vessel.
Slag - a by-product of the ironmaking process. Formed from components of the raw materials, 
such as silica and impurities, it is not used directly to produce molten iron. The molten slag is 
less dense than iron and so floats on top of the metal. The slag is separated from the iron as it is 
poured from the furnace. When solidified, slag is useful in applications such as road base and 
land fill.
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Stave - a special cast iron cooling element used to line the blast furnace vessel. There are many 
rows of staves, with many staves making up each row. Each stave has a series of cooling pipes 
cast into it which allow water to pass through to remove heat.
Stockhouse - the name given to the area containing the raw material handling equipment for the 
blast furnace. At the stockhouse all the raw materials are separated into bins, screened to ensure 
only the correct size material is delivered to the furnace top, weighed, and put onto the rising 
conveyor in the correct sequence and at the correct time to suit the charging requirements of the 
blast furnace operation.
Stockline - the surface of the raw materials inside the blast furnace. Normally near the top of the 
shaft.
Trajectory - the path described by a particle in flight. The flight path begins as the particle leaves 
the head of a conveyor or the end of a chute.
Tuyere - nozzles through which hot air is blasted into the furnace. Located around the periphery 
of the lower bosh level. The number of tuyeres varies according to the size of the blast furnace. 
BHP’s No.6 Blast Furnace has 28 tuyeres.
Zero Stockline - an arbitrary datum level used in the operation of the furnace to reference the 
position of the upper surface of the raw materials inside the furnace. The relative position of the 
burden surface compared to stockline zero is used to control when waiting raw material batches 
are charged into the furnace. On No.6 Blast Furnace, the zero stockline level is taken as being 
the top of the uppermost row of staves.
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1 INTRODUCTION
An essential criteria for the efficient operation of any modem blast furnace is that the raw 
materials handling systems be well understood in terms of what effect they have on the charging 
of raw materials into the furnace. The accurate control of raw material size segregation during 
the furnace charging process provides significant operational advantages, leading directly to 
improved furnace efficiency, stability and iron quality. The level of understanding required to 
enable raw material size segregation to be controlled and used to advantage can only be brought 
about through extensive analysis and testing of the charging system equipment.
The efficiency of the blast furnace operation is dependent on the degree of contact between the 
reducing gases being forced into the bottom of the vessel and the iron bearing raw materials 
being charged into the top of the vessel. The extent of the gas/raw material contact is controlled 
by the radial permeability of the raw materials inside the furnace. The permeability of the column 
of raw materials inside the furnace is a direct result of the charging process, and hence the 
criticality of the charging system being able to accurately control raw material size segregation. 
The optimum gas flow regime for No.6 Blast Furnace involves slightly higher gas velocities 
through the centre of the raw material column than against the furnace walls. This is achieved by 
charging the furnace in such a way that the average particle size is larger in the centre compared 
to the walls.
A cross section of a typical blast furnace is shown in Figure 1.1, with the key operating 
parameters indicated diagrammatically. As shown in Figure 1.1, the hot blast enters the furnace 
through the tuyeres which are positioned radially around the circumference of the lower part of 
the vessel. The pressure gradient in the packed bed of raw materials inside the furnace is shown 
as AP. The diagram indicates the relative particle size of the raw material across the furnace 
radius which is adjusted to achieve the correct vertical and radial permiability to produce the 
reducing gas velocity profile indicated.
While most modem blast furnaces are equipped with many process measuring devices, including 
burden surface profile mapping probes, radial gas flow measurement and analysis probes and 
stack pressure measurement, none of this technology is able to overcome poor raw material size 
distribution generated by the charging system. The process monitoring equipment is able to
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detect the symptoms of poor burden distribution only once uncontrolled segregation or misplaced 
material has moved through the furnace. Consistent, accurate control of the raw material 
charging process is able to prevent these problems occurring in the beginning, resulting in much 
more stable operation. An accurate and predictable charging system also allows the furnace 
operators to correct operational problems should they arise for any reason, leading again to 
significant benefits for furnace stability, recoverability and overall efficiency.
In developing and building a new blast furnace at the Port Kembla Steelworks, BHP Steel Flat 
Products Division recognised the need for a thorough raw material testing program to be 
incorporated into the design and commissioning phases of the project. The aim of the testing was 
to ensure material size segregation was controlled throughout the process and to provide a 
thorough understanding of the operational characteistics of each component in the system. This 
thesis details the work undertaken in pursuit of the extensive knowledge now held about the 
charging system on BHP Steel’s No.6 Blast Furnace.
The No.6 Blast Furnace project began in earnest in mid 1993. The furnace was built to replace 
two existing furnaces, which have been retired since No.6 Blast Furnace came on-line. The new 
furnace has an internal volume of 3208m3, a design daily production rate of 7350 tonnes of hot 
metal and a minimum design life of 15 years. Hot blast at 1200°C is supplied through 28 tuyeres, 
with the furnace top designed to operate at a pressure of 250kPa. The furnace top is a Paul Wurth 
designed central hopper bell-less type with a rotating receiving hopper. Anti-segregation inserts 
are included inside the material hopper to assist with achieving mass flow during discharge and 
to provide a homogeneous particle size distribution throughout the discharge. The stockhouse is 
designed with cylindrical mass flow bins fed by rotating conveyors, and incorporates under bin 
screening and second size fraction screening. The stockhouse also includes in-line sinter and 
coke particle sizing and coke moisture measurement.
The furnace began operating on 10 June 1996 after two and a half years of design, construction 
and commissioning. The significant capital investment in the new furnace is already paying 
dividends in terms of improved hot metal quality, greater reliability of supply, reduced costs, 
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Figure 1.1 - Cross Section of a Typical Blast Furnace Indicating Key Operational Parameters
The No.5 Blast Furnace at Port Kembla Steelworks is of very similar size to No.6 Blast Furnace. 
Much o f the design on No.6 Blast Furnace is based on knowledge and experience gained from 
No.5 Blast Furnace. In particular, improvements to the raw materials charging system were seen 
as important for the new furnace. Some basic aims were to increase the flexibilty of the system 
and reduce the variability in the feed to the furnace.
One of the specifications made in the original conceptual design for the new furnace was that 
there be not more than 10% variation in the average mean size of the raw materials during 
transfer into the furnace from the material hopper. This aim is the ultimate purpose of the 
charging system. The discharge into the furnace is the end result of every material transfer made 
throughout the charging system. To achieve the end aim, the effect of each of the material 
transfers on their subsequent process must be understood. The knowledge of the effect each 
component in the charging system has on the process must then be used to ensure the system as a 
whole is operated in the most appropriate and efficient way.
The extensive material testing program undertaken as part of the construction and 
commissioning of the furnace began in the early design stages. From the overall conceptual 
design it was evident that certain charging system components would have a significant bearing 
on the likelihood of the end aim being achieved. Considerable effort was expended ensuring the 
critical items were thoroughly understood and that they would do their part in meeting the overall 
charging system requirements.
Initial scale model test work for the No.6 Blast Furnace Project began in July 1994. Material 
testing was used to compare design options for the transfer chute between the two charging 
conveyors, and also for the furnace top equipment design. One-third scale models were used to 
test the transfer chutes and full scale Paul Wurth chutes were used to compare various 
distribution chute design options. Scale model testing of the furnace top equipment was 
undertaken by Paul Wurth in Germany [1] using scaled raw materials sent over from Port 
Kembla.
The two conveyors used to charge the furnace, designated CS1 and CS2, run in series and meet
each other at a 43° angle. With considerable effort expended in the stockhouse design to ensure
the material loaded onto CS1 conveyor from the weigh hoppers is homogeneously blended, it is
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important that the transfer chute between the two charging conveyors does not segregate the 
material. Two options were considered for the transfer chute design. One option included the use 
of a series o f spirally offset stone boxes while the other consisted of a smooth curved chute made 
in two halves. The scale model transfer chute tests specifically set out to determine which chute 
type consistently produced the least material size segregation across the width of CS2 conveyor. 
Samples were taken across the width of the first conveyor at several locations along its length. 
The material was then transfered to the second conveyor via the chute. The second conveyor was 
stopped with the sample points along its length. Samples were taken from the equivalent 
positions on the second conveyor. All samples were sized and sorted by material type to 
determine what effect the chute had on the material between the conveyors.
Testing on the Paul Wurth distribution chute concentrated on the ability of the chute to 
accurately place material at different radii inside the furnace, and also on the consistency with 
which the chute performed. A smooth wear plate lined chute as used on No.5 Blast Furnace was 
compared with a chute lined with a combination of stone boxes and smooth wear plates. The 
tests were performed on an existing test rig built for No.5 Blast Furnace. The test rig was 
modified to represent the No.6 Blast Furnace top. The material trajectory off the end of the 
chutes was recorded using photogrammetry techniques. This allowed the trajectories from the 
different chute designs to be directly compared with great accuracy.
The commissioning program for the charging system involved a series of stages. The first stage 
was to run each individual piece of equipment empty and correct any problems encountered. 
Once individual items were proven, individual process systems were run empty as a unit until 
proven. When the process systems were passed they were then run together to form larger 
systems until the entire charging system was running as a whole. The final stages included 
running the systems with material to set the correct feed rates, loading placements and 
trajectories and also to ensure safety devices such as chute full limits functioned correctly under 
actual operating conditions. Once all the equipment was proven with material, tests were then 
conducted to determine the operation of the systems in terms of their effect on material 
segregation and degredation. These tests concentrated on the CS1 to CS2 conveyor transfer 
chute, the furnace top receiving hopper and material hopper and the Paul Wurth distribution 
chute.
5
The final testing was undertaken inside the blast furnace as it was being filled up with raw 
materials just prior to start up. After each of the last four discharges into the furnace before the 
start up, testing was conducted on the material surface inside the furnace. These tests provided 
important information on the effect of dumping material onto the material already inside the 
furnace, the actual angle of repose of the material once inside the furnace and the effect of piling 
segregation on the size distribution across the furnace radius. These tests were done manually 
inside the furnace. Core samples were taken from the material surfaces across the radius for 
sizing analysis, the surface was profiled using survey techniques and the material layer thickness 
across the radius was measured using electrical resistance probes and a laproscope inside 
polycarbonate tubes.
The material testing program carried out as part of the No.6 Blast Furnace Project was very 
thorough. Extensive knowledge of the charging system was gained during the testing enabling 
accurate fine timing of the furnace operation from the first day of production. The time spent 
running material through the system also provided an opportunity to correct faults and ensure the 
system was fully functional and ready for continuous operation at start up. The benefits of the 
knowledge accumulated during the charging system testing will continue to prove invaluable to 
the furnace operation for the life of the plant.
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2 CS1/CS2 CONVEYOR TRANSFER 
CHUTF, TFSTWORK
2.1 INTRODUCTION
The No.6 Blast Furnace stockhouse is not aligned with the main charging conveyor running up to 
the furnace top. The availability of room for the plant layout necessitated the positioning of the 
raw materials stock bins and associated equipment at an angle of 43° to the main charging 
conveyor. The design option selected to carry the raw materials from the stockhouse to the 
furnace top involves the intersection of two charging conveyors. The chute which transfers the 
raw material between the two conveyors is a critical piece of equipment to the furnace operation.
The first charging conveyor, denoted CS1 conveyor, runs along the centre of the stockhouse 
under the weigh hopper discharge chutes. The conveyor is horizontal in the loading zone, with an 
incline up to the head and transfer chute. The transfer chute accepts material off the head of CS1 
conveyor, turns it under and then around the 43° misalignment and then loads it onto the main 
charging conveyor, denoted CS2 conveyor. Both conveyors are 2.0 metres wide, run at 2.2 m/s 
and are designed to carry 2000 tonnes per hour.
The stockhouse discharge system was designed to allow the raw materials to be layered together 
onto CS1 conveyor, promoting a homogeneous blend of particle sizes and types. The 
homogeneity of the raw materials is crucial to the operation of the furnace and hence it is 
important that this blend be maintained across the transfer chute and onto CS2 conveyor.
Since there is no redundancy on the transfer chute or charging conveyors, a very high wear life 
and impeccable reliability are essential requirements of the equipment.
The initial designs for the transfer chute focussed on two basic concepts. The first being a stone 
box chute and the second a smooth curved chute. The only accurate way the two concepts could 
be compared to enable a decision to be made as to which one would be installed was to conduct 
some scale model testing of the designs.
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During commissioning of the charging system before the furnace became operational the scale 
model tests detailed below were repeated on the actual full scale equipment. The details of this 
test work and the results are discussed in chapter 5.
2.2 STONE BOX VERSUS SMOOTH CHUTE
An important criteria of the transfer chute performance is that the layered feed material on CS1 
conveyor be transferred onto CS2 conveyor without having the material segregated, especially 
across the width of the belt. While expert advice [2] was taken on the chute design option likely 
to prove most effective, the actual functionality can only be determined through accurate testing 
of the chutes using simulated operating conditions. The most practical and cost efficient method 
of performing such testing was to use scale models of the two conceptual chute designs.
The smooth chute is shown in Figure 2.1. The chute is a two piece design, with the top half 
accepting material from the head of CS1 conveyor and turning it around the bend to line up with 
CS2 conveyor. The bottom half of the chute helps complete the change of direction of the flow 
and loads the material onto the centre of CS2 conveyor. Both the top and bottom halves are 
adjustable in their position. This enables the two halves to be aligned more easily and also 
provides some scope to alter the way the material loads onto and flowrs across the whole chute.
Figure 2.1 - Smooth Chute
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The stone box chute is shown in Figure 2.2. The chute has three offset stone boxes with a 
conventional discharge chute. The offset stone boxes allow the material to cascade down and 
around before feeding onto CS2 conveyor.
The comparison testing was conducted using one-third scale models of the two chutes. The scale 
models were fabricated from mild steel plate and supported by scaffolding at the test site. Mobile 
conveyors were used to represent the two furnace charging conveyors, with the first conveyor 
being fed via a belt feeder under a hopper. The test conveyors were operated at 2 m/s. with 
material being loaded onto conveyor 1 at a rate of 500 tonnes per hour. Exact scale 
representation of all components was not possible due to availability of equipment. For this 
reason the testing was focussed only on direct performance comparisons between the chute 
design options.
Actual size raw materials were employed for the testing, with sinter (+5mm to -70mm). lump 
iron ore (-35mm) and iron ore pellets (-13mm) being blended together in the feed hopper. Small 
sinter (-3mm to -6mm) was layered on top of the batches for some tests. The batches were 
blended with a ratio of 65% sinter, 18% lump ore and 17% pellets. For each of the chutes tests
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were conducted using painted material placed on the material stream on conveyor 1 to determine 
the extent o f mixing across the transfer, both across the belts and also along the length of the 
batches.
The testing compared the size segregation across the width of the first conveyor versus that in the 
equivalent position on the second conveyor. Material was run up the first conveyor, over the 
chute onto the second conveyor and then onto a pile on the ground. Once material was running 
through the system, both conveyors were stopped and a sample cut was made on the first 
conveyor, with the cut divided into three segments across the width. Samples were taken from 
the segments and analysed for size distribution and material type. Once the samples were taken 
from the first conveyor the belts were started and the material run across the transfer chute until 
the sample points were located on the second conveyor. The conveyors were then stopped and 
samples taken from similar locations on the second belt compared to the first.
2.3 TEST RESULTS
The test results shown below compare material size and material type across the width of the two 
conveyors. It was expected that segregation effects would be most severe for pellets since they 
are spherical, and sinter due to the large particle size distribution of the material, hence the focus 
on these materials in the analysis. The results included below are averages from the total tests 
done for each chute. Considerable additional analysis of the data was undertaken by Vardy [3]. 
The averaged results included here are representative of the information gained from the 
additional analysis, with the same conclusions able to be drawn from study of either data.
2.3.1 SM OOTH CHUTE
The results shown in Table 2.1 are the averaged data from three tests for arithmetic mean size 
(AMS), percentage of iron ore pellets fraction (+9mm to -13mm) (%Pellet), percentage of large 
sinter fraction (+16mm to -25mm) (%Sin L) and percentage of small sinter fraction (+6mm to - 
8mm) (%Sin S). The percentage values are calculated as the mass of the stated size fraction as a 
proportion of the total mass for that material in the sample. These three tests used large sinter, 
iron ore and pellets loaded onto conveyor 1 as a blended mix from the feed hopper. The data 
from Table 2.1 is displayed graphically in Figure 2.3, Figure 2.4, Figure 2.5 and Figure 2.6.
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Table 2.1 - Smooth chute averaged data from three tests with large sinter, iron ore and pellets
AVERAGE Cnv 1 Cnv 1 Cnv 1 Cnv 1 Cnv 2 Cnv 2 Cnv 2 Cnv 2
AM S % Pelle t %Sin L %Sin S AM S % Pel let %Sin L %Sin S
Segm en t 1 15.0 84.6 28.5 13.5 15.8 84.2 21.6 13.7
Segm ent 2 14.6 82.5 25.5 15.6 14.3 81.6 26.6 16.4
Segm ent 3 15.7 81.5 26.7 13.8 14.9 82.4 32.4 13.7
Note: Segment 1 refers to the sample taken from left hand side of the belt, looking in the
direction of belt travel, segment 2 is from the middle and segment 3 is from the right hand side.
AMS
- m —  Cnv 2 
-♦ — Cnv 1
Figure 2.3 - Smooth Chute Average of Three Tests AMS
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Figure 2.4 - Smooth Chute Average of Three Tests Percentage Pellets 13x9  mm
% Sinter 25*16 mm
-+— Cnv 1 
-H— Cnv 2
Figure 2.5 - Smooth Chute Average of Three Tests Percentage Sinter 25 x 16 mm
3 0009  03201176  4 12
% Small Sinter 8*6 mm
Figure 2.6 - Smooth Chute Average of Three Tests Percentage Small Sinter 8 x 6  mm
The results shown in Table 2.2 are the averaged data from two tests for arithmetic mean size 
(AMS) and percentage of small sinter fraction (+6mm to -8mm) (%Sin S). These two tests used 
large sinter, iron ore and pellets loaded onto conveyor 1 as a blended mix from the feed hopper. 
Small sinter was fed on to conveyor 1 via a small conveyor. The data from Table 2.2 is displayed 
graphically in Figure 2.7 and Figure 2.8.
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Table 2.2 - Smooth chute averaged data from two tests with large sinter, small sinter, iron ore
and pellets
AVERAGE Cnv 1 Cnv 1 Cnv 2 Cnv 2
AM S % Sin S AM S % Sin S
Segm en t 1 12.3 16.5 11.9 20.2
Segm en t 2 9.0 35.9 11.1 30.8
Segm en t 3 12.5 22.3 13.8 12.0
Note: Segment 1 refers to the sample taken from left hand side of the belt, looking in the 
direction of belt travel, segment 2 is from the middle and segment 3 is from the right hand side.
Figure 2.7 - Smooth Chute Average of Two Tests Including Small Sinter AMS
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Figure 2.8 - Smooth Chute Average of Two Tests Including Small Sinter Percentage Small
Sinter 6 x 4  mm
2.3.2 STONE BOX CHUTE
The results shown in Table 2.3 are the averaged data from three tests for arithmetic mean size 
(AMS), percentage of iron ore pellets fraction (+9mm to -13mm) (%Pellet), percentage of large 
sinter fraction (+16mm to -25mm) (% Sin L) and percentage of small sinter fraction (+6mm to - 
8mm) (%Sin S). The percentage values are calculated as the mass of the stated size fraction as a 
proportion of the total mass for that material in the sample. These three tests used large sinter, 
iron ore and pellets loaded onto conveyor 1 as a blended mix from the feed hopper. The data 
from Table 2.3 is displayed graphically in Figure 2.9, Figure 2.10, Figure 2.11 and Figure 2.12.
Table 2.3 - Stone box chute averaged data from three tests with large sinter, iron ore and pellets
AVERAGE Cnv 1 Cnv 1 Cnv 1 Cnv 1 Cnv 2 Cnv 2 Cnv 2 Cnv 2
AM S % Pe lle t %Sin L % Sin S AM S % Pelle t %Sin L %Sin S
Segm en t 1 13.6 82.7 24.7 17.6 14.2 82.6 25.8 16.1
Segm en t 2 13.8 80.5 22.9 20.3 13.8 81.3 23.8 21.5
Segm en t 3 14.5 81.4 27.3 13.4 13.6 81.3 23.6 18.9
Note: Segment 1 refers to the sample taken from left hand side of the belt, looking in the






Figure 2.9 - Stone Box Chute Average of Three Tests AMS




Figure 2.10 - Stone Box Chute Average of Three Tests Percentage Pellets 13 x9  mm
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Figure 2.11 - Stone Box Chute Average of Three Tests Percentage Sinter 25 x 16 mm
% Small Sinter 8*6 mm
Cnv 1 
Cnv 2
Figure 2.12 - Stone Box Chute Average of Three Tests Percentage Small Sinter 8 x 6  mm
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The results shown in Table 2.4 are the averaged data from two tests for arithmetic mean size 
(AMS) and percentage of small sinter fraction (+6mm to -8mm) (%Sin S). These two tests used 
large sinter, iron ore and pellets loaded onto conveyor 1 as a blended mix from the feed hopper. 
Small sinter was fed on to conveyor 1 via a small conveyor. The data from Table 2.4 is displayed 
graphically in Figure 2.13 and Figure 2.14.
Table 2.4 - Stone box chute averaged data from two tests with large sinter, small sinter, iron ore 
and pellets
AVERAGE Cnv 1 Cnv 1 Cnv 2 Cnv 2
AM S % Sin S AM S %Sin S
Segm en t 1 13.0 13.1 10.7 23.0
Segm en t 2 9.1 34.8 10.1 27.1
Segm en t 3 11.1 22.1 12.7 17.7
Note: Segment 1 refers to the sample taken from left hand side of the belt, looking in the 
direction of belt travel, segment 2 is from the middle and segment 3 is from the right hand side.
Figure 2.13 - Stone Box Chute Average of Two Tests Including Small Sinter AMS
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% Small Sinter 6*4 mm
— Cnv 1
-m— Cnv2
Figure 2.14 - Stone Box Chute Average of Two Tests Including Small Sinter Percentage Small
Sinter 6 x 4  mm
2.3.3 MODIFIED STONE BOX CHUTE
The original stone box chute did not load material onto the second conveyor very well. 
Considerable material spillage was observed at the loading point in addition to extensive boiling 
and bouncing of particles. The original chute was narrowed and extended at the loading point 
onto the second conveyor to help overcome the problems. The modified chute was then tested, 
with the results included below.
The results shown in Table 2.5 are the averaged data from two tests for arithmetic mean size 
(AMS), percentage of iron ore pellets fraction (+9mm to -13mm) (%Pellet), percentage of large 
sinter fraction (+16mm to -25mm) (%Sin L) and percentage of small sinter fraction (+6mm to - 
8mm) (%Sin S). The percentage values are calculated as the mass of the stated size fraction as a 
proportion of the total mass for that material in the sample. These two tests used large sinter, iron 
ore and pellets loaded onto conveyor 1 as a blended mix from the feed hopper. The data from 
Table 2.5 is displayed graphically in Figure 2.15, Figure 2.16, Figure 2.17 and Figure 2.18.
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Table 2.5 - Modified stone box chute averaged data from two tests with large sinter, iron ore and 
pellets
AVERAGE Cnv 1 Cnv 1 Cnv 1 Cnv 1 Cnv 2 Cnv 2 Cnv 2 Cnv 2
AM S % Pel let % Sin L % Sin S AM S % Pe lle t % Sin L %Sin S
Segm en t 1 15.0 82.6 28.3 14.0 15.4 84.2 25.5 16.3
Segm en t 2 12.6 80.6 21.3 22.9 13.3 80.1 23.4 21.2
Segm en t 3 13.5 80.6 22.5 19.6 14.6 83.5 33.7 14.2
Note: Segment 1 refers to the sample taken from left hand side of the belt, looking in the








Figure 2.15 - Modified Stone Box Chute Average of Two Tests AMS
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Figure 2.16 - Modified Stone Box Chute Average of Two Tests Percentage Pellets 1 3x 9  mm
35 0 -













Figure 2.17 - Modified Stone Box Chute Average of Two Tests Percentage Sinter 25 x 16 mm
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Figure 2.18 - Modified Stone Box Chute Average of Two Tests Percentage Small Sinter 8 x 6
mm
2.4 DISCUSSION
The results for the smooth and original stone box chutes indicate there is little difference in 
performance between them. The AMS results indicate both chutes flip the material over during 
the transfer. This action was also observed during the tests through the use of painted material 
which was placed on one side of conveyor 1 and then traced across the transfer chute. Results 
from the individual tests for both chutes show a proportional relationship between the extent of 
segregation on conveyor 1 and the resultant segregation on conveyor 2. The test results for the 
modified stone box chute indicate the chute does not perform consistently, with considerable 
variability for all materials.
The smooth chute has a tendency to move larger particles from the centre out towards the sides. 
While not significant, this is evident in Figure 2.3 as a reduction in the AMS for segment 2 
between conveyors 1 and 2. This can be best explained as a natural piling segregation effect, with 
larger particles having greater momentum and therefore tending to roll to the outside of the 
material stream on conveyor 2 during loading.
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The placement of painted material on conveyor 1 showed that the stone box chutes spread the 
material stream out along the length of the batches. This was due in part to the chute generating 
variable residence times for particles in the stone boxes, depending on their size and shape, 
impact energy and subsequent particle impacts. The stone boxes also produced a messy tail on 
each batch as particles rolled down from the material retained in each stone box for some time 
after the main batch was through.
The addition of small sinter as a layered material on top of the material stream on conveyor 1 did 
not significantly effect the performance of either chute. The small sinter was placed centrally on 
conveyor 1 and remained largely in the centre on conveyor 2. The action of the chutes in flipping 
the material stream over and natural sieving segregation resulted in the small sinter being on the 
bottom of the material stream on conveyor 2 for both chutes.
While the original stone box chute performed similarly to the smooth chute in terms of the effect 
on the material stream, it did spill material and also caused boiling of the material at the loading 
point on conveyor 2. While the spillage was rectified with the modified stone box chute, the 
boiling was not significantly reduced. The boiling of the material during loading introduces the 
additional problem of increasing the wear rate on conveyor 2. With the actual conveyor used on 
the operating furnace representing a considerable capital outlay, the effect of wear life on the belt 
is an important consideration of the transfer chute performance.
Another important consideration in chute selection is chute life. The stone box design by nature 
is a low wear option, with material impacting and running essentially on itself. The smooth chute 
however suffers both impact and abrasive wear from every batch of material passing over it.
Careful consideration of the various factors affecting chute selection by the project team lead to 
the smooth chute being selected as the preferred option. The decision was based on the consistent 
performance of the chute and the increased belt life expected from CS2 conveyor. The wear 
issues associated with the smooth chute shape were seen as less important than the materials 
handling performance, and manageable through the use of proper materials and careful design for 
ease of maintenance.
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3 PAUL WURTH CHIJTE TFSTWORK
3.1 INTRODUCTION
The distribution chute on a Paul Wurth bell-less furnace top is a very important component in the 
charging system. The chute has a large influence on the ability of the operators to accurately 
place material inside the furnace to achieve the desired burden distribution. There are a number 
of chute design options available for use on any Paul Wurth furnace top, with each providing 
different burden distribution characteristics.
The Paul Wurth top selected for installation on No.6 Blast Furnace (6BF) is a single central 
hopper type. The top in use on No.5 Blast Furnace (5BF) is a Paul Wurth twin parallel hopper 
type which utilises a 4.0m long smooth lined distribution chute. Furnaces elsewhere in the world 
of similar size to 6BF with single central hopper Paul Wurth tops were found to be utilising 
distribution chutes lined with stone boxes. The central hopper design results in the material 
stream impacting the distribution chute with higher energy than is the case on a parallel hopper 
top. The extra impact energy alters the flow characteristics of the material stream along and off 
the end of the chute as well as affecting the wear life of the lining inside the chute.
In selecting the appropriate distribution chute design for 6BF, a number of important 
considerations needed to be understood. The primary characteristic required of the distribution 
chute is that it is able to direct the material stream onto the desired radius inside the furnace 
accurately. This includes being able to land material against the furnace wall at the highest filling 
level likely to be used. Another important requirement of the chute is that it perform consistently 
from the time it is first installed until it needs to be replaced. Other issues relevant to chute 
selection include the service life of the chute and the likely repair costs associated with 
overhauling a worn chute. In the interests of keeping common high cost spare parts for both No.5 
and No.6 Blast Furnaces, a 5BF type Paul Wurth gearbox was selected for 6BF. This meant that 
the distribution chute chosen for 6BF had to be compatible with the common gearbox.
As with all blast furnace charging system equipment, the only way to accurately determine the
performance characteristics of a distribution chute for a particular furnace top is to test it with the
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raw materials it will handle in operation in conditions as close to actual as possible. The chute 
design options considered for 6BF included a 4.0m smooth lined chute as used at 5BF and a 
4.0m half stone box, half smooth lined chute. The chutes were tested using large sinter (-70mm), 
small sinter (+3mm, -6mm), Mt. Newman lump iron ore and coke.
The two chute design options were tested at full scale on a test rig. The test rig did not provide 
for rotation of the chutes with emphasis placed on the static material stream trajectory from the 
chute for the variety of material types to be used on the furnace. The material stream trajectory 
was measured using close range photogrammetric survey techniques.
The effect of chute rotation on the material trajectory was considered using a 1:5.8 scale model 
of the material hopper and chute arrangement. This work, was conducted by BHP Research at the 
Newcastle Laboratories [4].
3.2 TEST RIG
The distribution chute comparison testing was conducted on an existing full scale test rig built 
when 5BF had its Paul Wurth top retrofitted in 1978. The test rig consists of a material bin, a 
discharge system and a receptacle at ground level constructed to represent the inside dimensions 
of 5BF. The material bin is mounted on load cells which are connected to a weighing system. 
The test rig is located in the 5BF stockhouse and is fed by the conveying system which fills the 
5BF stockhouse bins.
The existing test rig discharge system was modified to represent the 6BF central hopper type. 
The modifications included removing the discharge funnel and feeder spout arrangement and 
replacing them with a straight pipe mounted directly under the material bin, incorporating a flow 
restricting and material stream centralising orifice plate and a pneumatic cylinder actuated knife 
gate. A range of orifice plate sizes were utilised to provide representative mass flow rates for the 
various material types. The orifice plates could be easily replaced when the material type was 
altered.
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The distribution chute was suspended under the pipe at the correct distance below the orifice 
plate to replicate the 6BF top. The chute angle was adjusted using an air winch attached to the 
discharge end of the chute. The chute angle was measured using an inclinometer.
A large panel of 50mm square wire mesh backed with white canvas was suspended behind the 
chute to act as a grid reference for the photogrammetry analysis.
3.3 TEST RESULTS
The test results are predominantly encompassed in the close range photogrammetric survey 
reports produced by BHP Engineering Land Technologies Division [5],[6]. The discussion below 
is based on the information contained in the photogrammetry analysis.
Photogrammetry is a survey technique which utilises two stills cameras mounted along side one 
another and close together. The positioning of the cameras relative to the subject is surveyed to 
enable measurements to be taken from the photos. The firing of the cameras is synchronised to 
enable a stereo image of the subject to be produced from the two photos. Once the stereo image 
is developed measurements are taken from it to determine physical characteristics of the subject, 
such as dimensions, angles and position in space and these can then be directly compared to 
measurements taken from other images of similar subjects. In this way material stream 
trajectories from the distribution chutes can be directly compared to one another.
The data gathered from the analysis of the images was used to develop two-dimensional plots of 
the top and bottom of the material stream. These plots are included in the reports and were the 
primary tool used to compare the performance of the two chutes [7]. By overlaying the plots on a 
backlit screen checks could be made of the material trajectory repeatability of each chute at 
different angles, and also of the sensitivity of the chute performance to changes in the discharge 
mass flow rate. Comparisons were also possible between chutes at different chute angles for each 
material type. The plotted material stream upper and lower extremities shown in relation to the 
furnace wall and stockline zero level provided a relatively simple method of determining the 
performance of each chute against the requirements. Measurements were taken off the plots, as 
they were drawn to scale, to determine the relationships between the material stream extremities 
and the furnace wall at the stockline zero datum position. This data was then graphed to enable
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comparisons to be made between the different chute designs. An example of the comparison 
graphs is shown in Figure 3.1, with the vertical axis representing the horizontal distance of the 
stream extremities to the furnace wall at the stockline zero datum.







SINTER 41° SMOOTH CHUTE SINTER 41° STONE BOX CHUTE
FLOW RATE (MTSEC)
SINTER 36° SMOOTH CHUTE SINTER 35; STONE BOX CHUTE
Figure 3.1 - Smooth Chute vs Stone Box Chute Variable Flow Rate Performance Comparison [7]
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The BHP Research study [4] into the effect of chute rotation on the material trajectory 
determined that on the full scale equipment the material stream would be thrown outwards by 
aPProximately 350mm compared with the trajectory from a stationary chute. The extra horizontal 
projection of the material trajectory due to chute rotation is a result of Coriolis forces acting on 
particles as they move down the rotating chute. The Coriolis forces push the particles up the side 
of the chute and therefore launch them at a higher point than they would leave the end of the 
chute in the non-rotational case. The effect of the Coriolis forces on the material stream is clearly 
evident in the video footage [8] of the BHP Research testwork.
3.3.1 SMOOTH CHUTE
A total of 57 material trajectories were measured from the smooth chute at angles ranging from 
28° to 50°. The material tested included large coke, large sinter, small sinter and lump iron ore.
The trajectory plot [5] for sinter with the chute angle set at 46° and a discharge mass flow rate of 
0.7m3/sec is shown in Figure 3.2. The upper and lower extremities of the material stream are 
depicted on the plot, as is the theoretical location of the furnace wall and the stockline zero level.
The trajectory plot [6] for sinter with the chute angle set at 46° and a discharge mass flow rate of 
0.2m3/sec is shown in Figure 3.3.
The effect of the mass flow rate on the material trajectory for all chute angles is studied in detail 
in a separate document by the author [7]. In general, the smooth chute performs consistently at 
lower flow rates, with increasing variability as the flow rate is raised. At very high flow rates, the 
smooth chute design exhibits considerable performance variability.
3.3.2 STONE BOX CHUTE
A total of 44 material trajectories were measured from the stone box chute at angles ranging from 
28° to 50°. The material tested included large coke, large sinter, small sinter and lump iron ore.
The trajectory plot [5] for sinter with the chute angle set at 46° and a discharge mass flow rate of 
0.69m3/sec is shown in Figure 3.4.
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The trajectory plot [6] for sinter with the chute angle set at 46° and a discharge mass flow rate of 
0.26m3/sec is shown in Figure 3.5.
As for the smooth chute, the effect of the mass flow rate on the material trajectory for all chute 
angles is studied in detail in a separate document by the author [7]. In general, for the stone box 
design, the consistency of chute performance improves as the flow rate is increased. At very high 
coke flow rates, the stone box design does exhibit some particle scattering. These flow rates are 
well outside the normal furnace operating range however.
The original design of the stone box chute used in the test work was based on drawings supplied 
to BHP by Paul Wurth [9]. The original design incorporated stone box baffles which covered a 
120° region of the chute body, based about the centre line. During testing of the stone box chute 
it was found that parts of the material stream channelled along above the tops of the baffles, 
generating a disturbance in the flow and also sliding against unprotected sections of the chute 
body. These problems were overcome by extending the baffles a full 180° so that the stone boxes 
covered the entire periphery of the chute. Checks were made to ensure the extra weight retained 
by the longer stone boxes did not overload the chute or the chute drive gearbox [10].
The original chute design also had the stone box baffles covering the top impact half of the 
chute, with a smooth liner covering the lower discharge half. The test work revealed that when 
the chute was being used at angles of approximately 30° or lower, the material stream was 
impacting the intersection of the smooth liner and the last stone box baffle. Since the normal 
furnace operation requires that the chute discharge at angles below 30° regularly, a decision was 
made to incorporate an extra stone box baffle in the design. Calculations were again made to 
check that the extra mass retained by the chute was within the capabilities of the chute and 
gearbox [10].
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The test work indicates that the stone box chute is more consistent than the smooth chute in 
placing material inside the furnace for different material types over a range of discharge rates. 
This conclusion is based on work by the author [7], which indicates the superiority of the stone 
box design. The added benefit of utilising the stone box chute on the central hopper top on No.6 
Blast Furnace is the greater wear life possible compared with the smooth chute.
The smooth chute design in use at No.5 Blast Furnace, which sees far less impact energy from 
the parallel hopper top than is generated from a central hopper top, has a maximum campaign life 
of approximately 18 weeks. With the extra impact wear expected from the central hopper top, the 
smooth chute would be unlikely to last the required 18 week campaign. With intervals between 
maintenance shutdowns likely to be pushed out further in the future, the smooth chute would 
certainly not be able to meet the life requirements.
The smooth chute design also suffers from variability in performance over an 18 week campaign. 
As the impact area wears the material flow across the chute is affected by the changing surface 
and the trajectory is consequently altered. This inconsistency in performance over the period the 
chute is in service reduces the ability of the operators to maintain stable control of the furnace.
During the period when the actual furnace was being filled for the first time, a second 
photogrammetry analysis was undertaken of the material stream trajectory off the chute. This 
work confirmed the results obtained from the test rig analysis and also provided valuable 
information on the actual trajectories produced inside the furnace. The results from this 
photogrammetry work is included in a paper by DiGiorgio [11].
The stone box chute design was selected for No.6 Blast Furnace for the reasons mentioned 
above. Over the period of operation to date the chute has performed well up to expectations. The 
campaign life of 18 weeks is easily achieved by the chute, with possible future campaigns of 26 
weeks or more certainly within reach of the stone box design. It is quite possible that the chute 
would be able to remain suitable for purpose for two 18 week campaigns, reducing maintenance 
costs considerably.
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4 STOCKHOUSE MATERIAL TESTING
4.1 INTRODUCTION
The No.6 Blast Furnace Stockhouse is a large, complex structure incorporating 21 conveyors, 12 
separate screens, a coke crusher, 34 vibrofeeders, 6 automatically actuated diverter chutes, 25 
material storage bins and 13 weigh hoppers. There are also real time automated particle size 
samplers for large coke and large sinter. There is an extensive dedusting system which is 
automatically sequenced to extract only from the material transfer points which are in service at 
any one time. There are 89 dedusting extraction points throughout the stockhouse. The material 
storage bins are arranged in three separate groups, with each group being fed by a rotating 
conveyor which pivots in the centre. The bin levels are measured ultrasonically and used to 
automatically position the rotating feed conveyors such that the stock levels are maintained 
relatively constant in all bins. A schematic representation of the charging system is shown in 
Figure 4.1.
The stockhouse is designed to throughput a maximum of approximately 18 000 tonnes of 
material per day, including large sinter, small sinter, lump iron ore, iron ore pellets, limestone, 
quartzite, large coke, small coke, and extra large coke. The coke and sinter storage bins have 
under bin screens from which the oversize material is sent directly to the furnace. The oversize 
material is sampled after the screens. The undersize material is sent through another screening 
process to further split the size fractions. The oversize from the secondary screens is weighed 
separately into the ferrous batches and sent to the furnace blended with the other materials. The 
undersize is loaded into bins and removed with trucks to be recycled via the sintering process. 
All of the material weigh hoppers are centred above the first charging conveyor, designated CS1 
conveyor, to provide central loading. Each material type has a separate weigh hopper, with the 
discharges sequenced for the ferrous material to enable the various material types to be layered 
onto one another on the conveyor, promoting a homogeneous blend.
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Figure 4.1 - Schematic of No.6 Blast Furnace Charging System
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The commissioning of the stockhouse involved a number of stages. As the construction phase of 
the project was being completed, individual pieces of equipment were able to be started for the 
first time. Each and every device was tested for correct operation on their own, with any 
problems being addressed before that item could progress to the next stage. Once a piece of 
equipment was proven in the field, checks were made to ensure the automatic control system was 
able to communicate with the device according to the correct logic. Once all of the devices for a 
system were proven back to the automatic control, the system was run to check for the correct 
interactions between the individual pieces of equipment. As systems were proven they were 
linked together to form larger systems until the entire stockhouse was functioning as intended.
Once the stockhouse was able to operate according to the correct logic, with individual devices 
functioning without problems, material was introduced to check the initial settings and determine 
where fine tuning was required. Material was firstly run through smaller systems to enable 
individual devices to be set up correctly. Once this was done the systems were combined, tested 
and adjusted until the stockhouse was working as it was designed. All devices, where appropriate 
were also tested for maximum design capacity capabilities. The full testing program and 
procedure was detailed in the Stockhouse and Furnace Top Hot Commissioning (Material 
Testing) Process Commissioning Instructions [12]. This document includes commissioning 
checksheets for every piece of equipment in the charging system.
Once devices and systems were adjusted or modified to ensure material was handled correctly, 
tests were done to provide a clear understanding of the characteristics of the equipment. These 
tests were specifically designed to highlight aspects such as size segregation, material trajectory 
and mass flow rate, impact positions and consequences and system efficiencies. Details of these 
tests are included below.
4.2 MATERIAL TESTING
Before material could be elevated into the stockhouse bins a system was devised to enable the 
material to be run through the stockhouse but not up to the furnace, as the initial commissioning 
phase on the furnace top equipment was not complete. This was achieved by installing a 
temporary by-pass chute in place of the transfer chute between CS1 and CS2 conveyors. The by­
pass chute took material off the head of CS1 conveyor and directed it into a bunker at ground
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level adjacent to the transfer building. The material was then able to be removed using a front 
end loader and trucks.
The first step in introducing material into the stockhouse was to elevate a small amount of 
material into the bins and send it through the system to ensure that at least what was put in could 
be removed. Sinter was the first material run through the stockhouse.
4.2.1 SINTER SYSTEM
The first material elevated was used to test the feed conveyor from the raw materials handling 
department and the rotating conveyor above the four sinter bins. The conveyors were checked at 
different feed rates up to the design capacity, including starting with a belt full of sinter and 
stopping when full. The positioning of the head chute rock boxes, belt tracking and scraper and 
skirt operation were also checked to ensure the equipment was adjusted correctly.
Material was drawn from the sinter bins in relatively small batches to set up the feed rates on the 
bin vibrofeeders. The manual discharge gate on the bin bottoms was set at the design opening 
position of 320mm as a starting point, with the aim being to run the vibrofeeder at the 
appropriate stroke rate to achieve the design feed rate of 290tph. The weigh hoppers and 
weighing system were used to enable an accurate mass of sinter to be fed from one bin at a time. 
The time the bin vibrofeeder was running to load a predetermined mass of sinter into the weigh 
hopper was recorded and then used to calculate a simple tonnes per hour figure for the feeder. 
The vibrofeeder stroke rate was adjusted to meet the design feed rate, with the bin discharge gate 
checked to ensure the opening was not causing bridging or blockages. Once the correct stroke 
rate for the feeder on one bin was determined, the other three were adjusted to the same setting. 
Each bin feeder was then tested with four 15 tonne batches to ensure the feed rate was repeatable. 
The vibrofeeder stroke rate versus the sinter feed rate is recorded in Table 4.1.
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Table 4.1 - Sinter bin vibrofeeder rate versus material feed rate
Bin No. Gate Setting (mm ) Feeder Rate (% ) Mass 1 (T) Mass 2 (T) T im e (sec) Rate (tph)
1 300 70 1.92 8.58 117 204.92
1 320 80 8.58 25.50 190 320.59
1 320 78 25.50 41.39 199 287.37
1 320 78 41.39 60.91 270 260.33
2 320 78 2.01 17.39 212 261.08
2 320 7 8 17.39 32.30 203 264.50
2 320 80 32.30 48.01 201 281.37
2 320 80 48.01 61.80 188 264.06
3 320 78 1.48 18.66 225 274.88
3 320 78 18.66 31.28 160 283.95
3 320 80 31.28 45.74 170 306.21
3 320 78 45.74 60.45 181 292.57
4 320 78 0.82 15.82 193 279.70
4 320 78 15.82 31.67 197 289.64
4 320 78 31.67 46.90 188 291.73
4 320 78 46.90 61.66 180 295.20
The gate settings given in Table 4.1 represent the distance the gate was moved from the fully 
closed position along the axis of travel. This value cannot be directly used to calculate the cross 
sectional area of the bin opening as the gate is at an angle to the bin bottom. The gate setting as 
specified however is easily measured on site and provides a more practical indicator of where the 
gate should be positioned.
The feeder rates listed in Table 4.1 are a percentage of full scale on the exciter current controller. 
A feeder rate of 100% represents the maximum current supply to the exciter which will produce 
the longest stroke the vibrofeeder is designed for. For the purpose of prolonging the life of the 
vibrofeeder exciters, feeder rates above 95% were avoided and where possible were set in the 
75% to 85% range. The final settings for the sinter bins is a gate opening of 320mm and a feeder 
rate of 78%.
The sinter weigh hopper feeders were next to be set. All the weigh hopper feeders in the 
stockhouse needed to have feeder rate versus material feed rate curves plotted for them for input 
into the control system. This information is neccessary to enable the control system to vary the 
individual weigh hopper feed rates during discharge to optimise the overall batch discharge 
duration and material type layering efficiency. The curves were developed by discharging small 
amounts from each weigh hopper at different feeder rates and recording the time taken. Feeder 
rates from 30% to 100% in 10% increments were used for x-axis data. Table 4.2 includes the 
data for both sinter weigh hoppers, with the discharge curve for sinter weigh hopper 1 shown in
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Figure 4.2, with sinter weigh hopper 2 shown in Figure 4.3. The maximum design feed rate for 
the sinter weigh hopper feeders is lOOOtph.
The accuracy and repeatability of the tests was highly dependent on the discharge mass being 
suited to the feeder rate used. At high feeder rates the discharge mass needed to be large enough 
to ensure the weigh hopper discharge was able to reach a steady state. An insufficient mass 
produced greatly variable calculated discharge rates as a result of material head and tail effects 
on the vibrofeeder tray having a significant effect on the overall rate.
The weigh hopper vibrofeeder curves shown in Figures 4.2 and 4.3 are representative only of the 
equipment during commissioning. With use the feeder tray wear liners become smoother, 
altering the discharge characteristic of the weigh hoppers. This initial data was used as a starting 
point for the control system. The control system has the ability to adapt and optimise the curves 
as it gathers data from each discharge during operation.
Table 4.2 - Sinter weigh hopper vibrofeeder rate versus material feed rate
Weigh Hopper No. Gate Setting (mm) Feeder Rate (%) Mass 1 (T) Mass 2 (T) T im e (sec) Rate (tph)
1 345 100 60.93 44.44 69 860.09
1 475 100 44.44 26.49 72 897.25
1 485 100 26.49 6.13 82 893.85
1 485 100 61.81 29.33 129 906.56
2 485 100 60.47 29.02 115 984.37
2 485 100 29.02 0.23 110 942.22
2 485 100 61.68 32.46 110 956.29
2 485 100 32.46 0.70 122 937.18
1 485 100 61.81 29.33 129 906.56
1 485 90 45.28 30.13 65 838.80
1 485 80 60.43 44.89 82 682.64
1 485 70 30.13 14.42 106 533.55
1 485 60 44.89 29.65 128 428.48
1 485 50 14.42 0.47 173 290.29
1 485 40 29.65 14.86 282 188.81
1 485 30 14.86 0.48 510 101.51
2 485 100 61.68 • 32.46 110 956.29
2 485 90 39.28 24.58 62 853.55
2 485 80 59.06 44.26 78 683.17
2 485 70 24.58 11.86 93 492.58
2 485 60 44.26 29.64 141 373.15
2 485 50 11.86 0.32 171 242.95
2 485 40 29.64 14.83 393 135.66
2 485 30 13.59 0.36 680 70.07
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Sinter Weigh Hopper 1 Feeder Curve
Figure 4.2 - Sinter Weigh Hopper 1 Vibrofeeder Rate vs Mass Flow Rate
Sinter Weigh Hopper 2 Feeder Curve
Figure 4.3 - Sinter Weigh Hopper 2 Vibrofeeder Rate vs Mass Flow Rate
The four large sinter screens are arranged such that the -6mm material which passes through into 
the undersize chutes is fed onto two conveyors. Each screen has a separate undersize chute, with 
each conveyor being fed by two screens. The two conveyors both feed onto a common third
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conveyor which transports the undersize sinter to a pair of surge hoppers. An automatic moving 
chute at the head of the conveyor controlled by the levels in the surge hoppers shuttles between 
the hoppers to allow the downstream process to operate unaffected by the batching of the 
undersize sinter. As sinter was being run from the bins and through the weigh hoppers the 
loading of the undersize conveyors, the conveyor tracking and the operation of the chutes was 
carefully checked. Adjustments were required on the positions of the rock box billets in all the 
chutes to ensure the conveyors were being fed centrally.
Material is fed from the small sinter surge hoppers by vibrofeeders. The vibrofeeders load the 
material onto screens which separate the sinter into a +3mm to -6mm small sinter fraction and a 
-3mm fine sinter fraction. The small sinter loads onto a conveyor which transports it to the small 
sinter bin. The fine sinter is loaded onto another conveyor via the screen undersize chutes and is 
then transported to the fine sinter bin. Both conveyors have belt weighers on them which indicate 
the mass of material passing over them.
The small sinter surge hopper vibrofeeders and discharge gates were set up using the belt 
weighers on the fine sinter and small sinter conveyors to determine the total amount of material 
discharged from the surge hoppers each time. Table 4.3 includes the data for the commissioning 
of the feeders. The design feed rate for the small sinter surge hopper vibrofeeders is 135tph.
Table 4.3 - Small sinter surge hopper vibrofeeder rate versus material feed rate
Surge H opper No. G ate Setting (mm) Feeder Rate (% ) Mass SS4 (tph) Mass SS5 (tph) Tota l Rate (tph)
1 140 40 97.50 30.40 127.90
2 90 50 44.50 113.00 157.50
2 90 45 48.00 84.50 132.50
2 90 40 30.00 64.00 94.00
2 140 40 116.00 22.00 138.00
The small sinter surge hopper vibrofeeders are considerably overdesigned due to the need to 
match the feeder tray width with the small sinter screen widths. As indicated in Table 4.3 the 
feeders are set at a rate of only 40% with a gate opening of 140mm to ensure the screens are not 
flooded.
The oversize material from the small sinter surge hopper screens is transported by conveyor to 
the small sinter bin. The small sinter bin feeds material onto a conveyor via a vibrofeeder. The 
conveyor transports the material to the small sinter weigh hopper. The small sinter bin
vibrofeeder is designed for a discharge rate of 260tph. The small sinter bin discharge gate and
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feeder were set using the small sinter weigh hopper to weigh batches from the bin. Table 4.4 
includes data for the small sinter bin feeder and gate. The final settings used are a gate opening 
of 350mm and a feeder rate of 77%.
Table 4.4 - Small sinter bin vibrofeeder rate versus material feed rate
Gate Setting (mm) Feeder Rate (%) Mass 1 (T) Mass 2 (T) T im e (sec) Rate (tph)
250 50 0.41 5.34 179 99.15
350 80 5.345 8.97 48 271.88
350 77 8.97 14.43 72 273.00
350 77 14.435 19.03 63 262.57
350 77 19.03 24.84 79 264.76
350 77 24.84 40.59 215 263.72
350 77 40.59 46.02 "Y 264.16
Once the small sinter from the small sinter bin was in the small sinter weigh hopper it was used 
to set up the weigh hopper feeder and discharge gate. The small sinter weigh hopper feeder is 
designed for a maximum rate of 750tph. As with the other weigh hoppers the feeder rate versus 
material mass flow rate curve was determined during the testing. The commissioning data for the 
weigh hopper equipment is shown in Table 4.5. The vibrofeeder discharge curve is shown in 
Figure 4.4.
Table 4.5 - Small sinter weigh hopper vibrofeeder rate versus material feed rate
Gate Setting (mm ) Feeder Rate (%) Mass 1 (T) Mass 2 (T) T im e (sec) Rate (tph)
350 60 46.06 36.25 151 233.88
460 90 36.25 25.18 65 613.38
550 100 15.39 4.80 47 810.77
550 100 61.30 40.96 95 770.59
550 90 25.18 15.39 55 640.80
550 80 40.96 21.27 154 460.40
550 70 21.27 0.20 232 326.87
550 60 60.35 40.41 294 244.16
550 50 40.41 19.99 481 152.79
550 40 6.25 0.17 228 96.00
550 30 19.99 0.18 794 89.83
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Small Sinter Weigh Hopper Feeder Curve
Figure 4.4 - Small Sinter Weigh Hopper Vibrofeeder Rate vs Mass Flow Rate
The final vibrofeeder in the sinter system is the sinter subs bin feeder. This feeder discharges the 
sinter subs bin onto one of the two small sinter conveyors which accept the undersize material 
from the large sinter screens. As there is no weighing system either on the bin or the conveyor, 
the discharge rate for the sinter subs bin vibrofeeder was determined using a crude volumetric 
analysis of material discharged in a set time. As the rate from this feeder is not critical to any of 
the stockhouse and charging system cycle times, the accuracy of the tests done was considered 
sufficient. Table 4.6 includes the data for the sinter subs bin feeder tests. The design feed rate for 
the feeder is 35tph.
Table 4.6 - Sinter subs bin vibrofeeder rate versus material feed rate
Gate Setting (mm) Feeder Rate (%) Mass 1 (T) Mass 2 (T) T ime (sec) Rate (tph)
320 80 0.00 3.42 120 102.60
245 80 0.00 2.85 120 85.50
165 80 0.00 2.28 120 68.40
While the final calculated feed rate of 68tph is well above the design rate, this setting does not 
overload any downstream equipment or cause any other problems. The feed rate values in Table 
4.6 are subject to considerable inaccuracy due to the method of testing and may in fact be lower 
than has been calculated.
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4.2.2 COKE SYSTEM
The procedure for testing the coke system was similar to the sinter system. The initial material 
elevated was used to test the feed conveyor from the raw materials handling department and the 
rotating conveyor above the four coke bins and the extra large coke bin. The conveyors were 
checked at different feed rates up to the design capacity, including starting with a belt full of 
coke and stopping when full. The positioning of the head chute rock boxes, belt tracking and 
scraper and skirt operation were also checked to ensure the equipment was adjusted correctly.
Coke was drawn from the bins in relatively small batches to set up the feed rates on the bin 
vibrofeeders. The manual discharge gate on the bin bottoms was set at the design opening 
position of 360mm as a starting point, with the aim being to run the vibrofeeder at the 
appropriate stroke rate to achieve the design feed rate of 90tph. For the extra large coke bin the 
discharge gate design opening is 400mm, although it was set at 457mm as this was the nearest 
locking position above the design value. The extra large coke bin feeder design discharge rate is 
25tph. As with the sinter the weigh hoppers and weighing system were used to determine the 
tonnes per hour figure for the feeders. The vibrofeeder stroke rate was adjusted to meet the 
design feed rate, with the bin discharge gate checked to ensure the opening was not causing 
bridging or blockages.
During testing it was found that the design opening on the bin gates sometimes caused bridging. 
Other gate openings were tried, although larger openings result in a greater bed depth of coke on 
the screens. This reduces the screening efficiency and causes undersize material to pass over the 
screens and into the weigh hoppers. Ongoing trials during furnace operation are aimed at 
optimising the gate opening and feeder rate to achieve a suitable compromise between bin 
discharge reliability and screening efficiency.
Once the correct stroke rate for the feeder on one bin was determined, the other three were 
adjusted to the same setting. Each bin feeder was then tested with four 5 tonne batches to ensure 
the feed rate was repeatable. The vibrofeeder stroke rate versus the coke feed rate is recorded in
Table 4.7.
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Table 4.7 - Coke bin vibrofeeder rate versus material feed rate
Bin No. G ate Setting (mm ) Feeder Rate (% ) M ass 1 (T) M ass 2 (T) T im e (sec) Rate (tph)
1 360 60 0.07 5.28 398 47.13
1 360 100 5.28 10.81 180 110.60
1 360 90 10.81 15.69 184 95.48
1 360 87 15.69 20.59 194 90.84
2 360 87 0.08 5.46 233 83.20
2 360 87 5.46 10.81 218 88.35
2 360 07 10.81 20.32 367 93.29
3 360 87 0.00 5.71 225 91.28
3 360 87 5.67 10.92 198 95.55
3 360 87 10.92 15.69 179 95.93
3 360 87 15.67 20.82 189 98.10
4 360 87 0.00 5.80 243 85.93
4 360 87 5.75 10.65 192 91.97
4 360 87 10.65 19.91 357 93.38
XLC 457 60 0.06 1.04 87 40.47
XLC 457 60 1.04 2.02 93 37.90
XLC 457 40 2.02 3.02 210 17.16
XLC 457 40 3.02 4.03 206 17.60
XLC 457 35 4.03 5.00 263 13.29
XLC 457 37 5.00 5.55 146 13.54
The settings used are 87% feeder rate with 360mm gate opening for the coke bins and 50% 
feeder rate with 457mm gate opening for the extra large coke bin.
The two coke weigh hoppers and the extra large coke weigh hopper are not discharged with 
vibrofeeders. The hopper discharge chutes are opened and closed via hydraulically actuated 
gates, with the discharge rate being controlled by an adjustable slide gate. The weigh hoppers are 
designed to discharge coke at 1500tph. The test results for the coke and extra large coke weigh 
hopper discharge rates are given in Table 4.8.
Table 4.8 - Coke weigh hopper discharge rate versus discharge gate opening
W eigh H opper No. G ate Setting (mm ) Feeder Rate (%) Mass 1 (T) Mass 2 (T) T im e (sec) Rate (tph)
1 Flush NA 20.61 14.01 35 678.86
1 100 NA 13.97 2.88 39 1023.69
1 200 NA 20.37 8.39 34 1268.47
1 200 NA 8.39 0.13 22 1352.45
2 Flush NA 20.81 0.00 105 713.31
2 250 NA 34.65 13.80 46 1632.13
2 250 NA 14.27 0.00 29 1770.83
XLC 225 NA 1.92 0.01 6 1142.40
The final settings used for all three discharge gates is 225mm. As the discharge rate is so high, 
large discharge volumes were required to ensure the calculation was accurate and repeatable. At
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the higher discharge rates possible with the gate open at 250mm, CS1 conveyor is overfull. This 
causes coke to be spilled across the transfer chute onto CS2 conveyor.
The -32mm undersize material from the large coke screens feeds onto two small coke conveyors 
via the screen undersize chutes using a similar arrangement as the sinter system. The material is 
transported to a surge hopper via a common third conveyor. A small vibrofeeder draws the coke 
from the surge hopper and feeds it into a crusher which reduces the top size of the material to 
-25mm. The crushed coke is then transported on a fourth conveyor to a pair of small coke 
screens. The screens operate in a duty/standby mode and are fed via a hydraulically actuated 
moving chute which changes over on a timer. The screens separate the coke into a +10mm to - 
25mm small coke fraction and a -10mm fine coke fraction. The small coke is fed onto a conveyor 
which transports it to the small coke bin. The fine coke is loaded onto another conveyor via the 
screen undersize chutes and is then transported to the fine coke bin. Both conveyors have belt 
weighers on them which indicate the mass of material passing over them.
The small coke surge hopper vibrofeeder was set up using the belt weighers on the fine and small 
coke belts to totalise the discharge rate. The results are included in Table 4.9. The design rate for 
the small coke surge hopper vibrofeeder is 30tph.
Table 4.9 - Small coke surge hopper vibrofeeder rate versus material feed rate
Gate Setting (mm) Feeder Rate (%) Mass SC5 (tph) Mass SC6 (tph) Tota l Rate (tph)
450 90 24.00 11.00 35.00
450 90 26.00 12.00 38.00
450 90 31.00 9.00 40.00
450 70 26.00 4.00 30.00
400 70 30.00 4.00 34.00
400 70 25.00 3.00 28.00
350 70 25.00 3.00 28.00
350 70 23.00 3.00 26.00
350 73 25.00 3.00 28.00
350 73 27.00 3.00 30.00
350 73 28.00 3.00 31.00
350 73 27.00 3.00 30.00
350 73 27.00 3.00 30.00
The settings used are a gate opening of 350mm and a feeder rate of 73%.
The oversize material from the small coke screens is transported by conveyor to the small coke 
bin. The small coke bin feeds material onto a conveyor via a vibrofeeder. The conveyor 
transports the material to the small coke weigh hopper. The small coke bin vibrofeeder is
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designed for a discharge rate of 40tph. The small coke bin discharge gate and feeder were set 
using the small coke weigh hopper to weigh batches from the bin. Table 4.10 includes data for 
the small coke bin feeder and gate. The final settings used are a gate opening of 227mm and a 
feeder rate of 90%.
Table 4.10 - Small coke bin vibrofeeder rate versus material feed rate
Gate Setting (mm ) Feeder Rate (% ) Mass 1 (T) Mass 2 (T) T ime (sec) Rate (tph)
132 80 0.12 0.68 96 21.04
184 80 0.67 1.73 120 31.65
227 80 1.73 3.02 123 37.93
227 90 3.03 4.09 91 42.21
The coke used to test the small sinter bin was used again to set the small coke weigh hopper 
feeder and discharge gate up. The small coke weigh hopper feeder is designed for a maximum 
rate of 200tph. As with the other weigh hoppers the feeder rate versus material mass flow rate 
curve was determined during the testing. The commissioning data for the weigh hopper 
equipment is shown in Table 4.11. The vibrofeeder discharge curve is shown in Figure 4.5.
Table 4.11 - Small coke weigh hopper vibrofeeder rate versus material feed rate
Gate Setting (mm ) Feeder Rate (%) Mass 1 (T) Mass 2 (T) T ime (sec) Rate (tph)
354 90 2.88 1.68 31 139.70
398 100 1.68 0.51 25 169.20
438 100 1.05 0.00 21 180.51
438 100 1.05 0.00 20 188.82
438 90 1.05 0.00 23 164.03
438 80 1.04 0.00 27 139.20
438 70 1.05 0.00 32 118.35
438 60 1.06 0.00 38 100.14
438 50 1.06 0.00 50 76.03
438 40 1.05 0.00 71 53.19
438 30 1.00 0.00 124 28.92
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Small Coke Weigh Hopper Feeder Curve
Figure 4.5 - Small Coke Weigh Hopper Vibrofeeder Rate vs Mass Flow Rate
The final vibrofeeder in the coke system is the coke nuts bin feeder. This feeder discharges the 
coke nuts bin onto one of the two small coke conveyors which accept the undersize material from 
the large coke screens. As there is no weighing system either on the bin or the conveyor, the 
discharge rate for the coke nuts bin vibrofeeder was determined using a crude volumetric 
analysis of material discharged in a set time. As the rate from this feeder is not critical to any of 
the stockhouse and charging system cycle times, the accuracy of the tests done was considered 
sufficient. Table 4.12 includes the data for the coke nuts bin feeder tests. The design feed rate for 
the feeder is 1 Otph.
Table 4.12 - Coke nuts bin vibrofeeder rate versus material feed rate
Gate Setting (mm) Feeder Rate (%) Mass 1 (T) Mass 2 (T) T ime (sec) Rate (tph)
195 80 0.00 0.60 120 18.00
153 80 0.00 0.55 120 16.50
178 70 0.00 0.45 120 13.50
178 70 0.00 0.40 120 12.00
The final settings were a gate opening of 178mm and a feeder rate of 70%.
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4.2.3 FERROUS SYSTEM
The ferrous system incorporates four ferrous bins, two for lump iron ore and two for iron ore 
pellets, three flux bins, two for quartzite and one for limestone, a sinter subs bin and a coke nuts 
bin. Each of the ferrous bins feeds into a separate weigh hopper. Flux bin 1 feeds into its own 
weigh hopper, while flux bins 2 and 3 feed into a shared weigh hopper. The sinter subs bin and 
coke nuts bin were dealt with in the sinter and coke system sections respectively.
The rotating feed conveyor above the bins is a dual direction type and does not pivot about the 
conveyor centre. This produces a large radius end in the forward direction and a small radius end 
in the reverse direction. The conveyor feeds two of the ferrous bins, the sinter subs bin and the 
coke nuts bin in the forward direction, with the other bins being fed in the reverse direction. The 
feed chute onto the rotating conveyor automatically shuttles toward the direction the belt is 
running to assist with smooth and central loading of the belt.
The first material elevated from the raw materials handling department was used to test the feed 
conveyor, the shuttling chute and the rotating conveyor. The equipment was checked at different 
feed rates up to the design capacity for each of the material types feeding to their respective bins, 
including starting with a full belt and stopping when full. The positioning of the head chute rock 
boxes, belt tracking and scraper and skirt operation were also checked to ensure the equipment 
was adjusted correctly. Adjustments were required on the shuttle chute stone box positions and 
V-plate angles to enable the chute to feed material centrally onto the rotate conveyor regardless 
of which bin it was feeding to.
The four ferrous bins were the first to be tested to set up the feed rates on the bin vibrofeeders. 
The manual discharge gate on the bin bottoms was set at the design opening position of 220mm 
as a starting point, with the aim being to run the vibrofeeders at the appropriate stroke rate to 
achieve the design feed rate of 260tph. The weigh hoppers and weighing system were used to 
determine the tonnes per hour figure for the feeders. The test results are shown in Table 4.13. 
Bins 1 and 4 were tested with iron ore pellets, while bins 2 and 3 were tested with Mt. Newman 
lump iron ore. It must be noted that the material types were arranged in the bins as stated above 
for commissioning purposes only. When the stockhouse was filled for the commencement of the 
furnace operation, ferrous bins 1 and 4 were filled with Mt. Newman lump and bins 2 and 3 were 
filled with iron ore pellets.
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Table 4.13 - Ferrous bins vibrofeeder rate versus material feed rate
Bin No. G ate  Setting (m m ) Feede r Rate (% ) M ass 1 (T) Mass 2 (T) T im e (sec) Rate (tph)
1 220 80 0.77 9.99 128 259.31
1 220 80 9.99 19.90 134 266.24
1 220 80 19.90 30.01 135 269.47
2 265 100 0.23 9.89 96 362.29
2 265 80 9.89 20.13 147 250.75
2 265 85 20.13 29.88 129 272.23
2 265 85 0.25 29.81 429 248.06
3 265 85 0.23 9.90 130 267.84
3 265 85 9.90 20.15 142 259.78
3 265 85 20.15 29.92 146 240.90
3 265 85 0.22 30.06 480 223.86
4 220 80 0.00 10.73 151 255.70
4 220 80 10.36 12.65 34 242.47
4 220 80 12.65 20.35 104 266.71
4 220 80 20.35 30.50 137 266.72
The settings used are a gate opening of 220mm and feeder rate of 80% for pellets, which for the 
operating furnace is now bins 2 and 3. A gate opening of 265mm and a feeder rate of 85% is 
used for the Mt. Newman lump ore, now in bins 1 and 4.
The ferrous weigh hopper feeders are designed for a maximum discharge rate of 395tph. As 
supplied the feeders were set for a maximum stroke of 2.8mm and were installed with the tray 
sloped down at an angle of 8°. The initial tests on the ferrous weigh hoppers indicated that the 
design maximum feed rate of 395tph was not achievable. With the discharge gates fully open and 
the feeder rate at 100% the highest mass flow rate measured was 390tph, with most around 
350tph. Many tests were conducted to check the repeatability of the results, with each indicating 
the same shortfall in discharge rate.
The first step taken to increase the ferrous weigh hopper feeder discharge rates was to increase 
the vibrofeeder tray angles to 10°. Subsequent tests indicated that the increase in tray angle did 
not significantly increase the discharge rates. As the ability of the ferrous weigh hopper feeders 
to achieve the maximum discharge rate is essential for the stockhouse cycle timing to meet the 
furnace charging capacity requirements, a decision was made to adjust the vibrofeeder exciters to 
enable them to operate up to a maximum stroke of 3.2mm. This effectively increases the design 
maximum capacity of the feeders.
Once the adjustments were made testing essentially started again from the beginning. The results 
from the final tests are included in Table 4.14. The vibrofeeder curve for weigh hopper 1 is
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shown in Figure 4.6, weigh hopper 2 in Figure 4.7, weigh hopper 3 in Figure 4.8 and weigh 
hopper 4 in Figure 4.9.
The final settings used for the weigh hopper discharge gate openings are 354mm for both the Mt. 
Newman lump ore weigh hoppers and 410mm on weigh hopper 2 and 420mm on weigh hopper 3 
for pellets.
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Table 4.14 - Ferrous weigh hoppers vibrofeeder rate versus material feed rate
W eigh Hopper No. G ate Setting (mm ) Feeder Rate (% ) Mass 1 (T) Mass 2 (T) T ime (sec) Rate (tph)
1 374 100 37.19 31.83 36 536.10
1 374 75 31.83 26.66 60 309.78
1 374 85 26.66 21.25 48 406.35
t 374 82 21.25 16.32 48 369.45
1 374 85 16.32 11.32 43 419.02
1 354 85 11.32 6.22 45 408.00
1 354 85 6.22 1.02 49 381.38
2 410 100 29.79 24.38 37 526.28
2 410 85 24.38 19.20 51 365.44
2 410 90 19.20 14.01 47 397.61
2 410 90 14.01 8.88 48 385.05
2 410 90 8.88 6.71 21 371.31
2 410 90 6.71 0.24 59 394.84
3 420 90 29.90 24.48 49 398.06
3 420 90 24.48 19.53 47 379.38
3 420 90 19.53 14.52 48 375.83
3 420 95 14.52 9.60 43 411.91
3 420 95 9.60 4.70 42 420.17
3 420 90 4.70 0.20 43 376.49
4 354 85 29.81 24.56 45 420.56
4 354 80 24.56 19.78 45 382.48
4 354 82 19.78 14.43 50 385.27
4 354 85 14.43 9.42 44 409.58
4 354 85 9.87 0.00 83 428.23
1 354 100 30.35 25.10 35 540.82
1 354 90 25.10 19.94 40 464.04
1 354 80 19.94 14.79 54 343.20
1 354 70 14.79 9.93 67 261.24
1 354 60 9.93 4.96 88 203.36
1 354 50 18.27 13.31 133 134.36
1 354 40 13.31 8.30 351 51.39
1 354 30 8.30 3.26 463 39.16
2 410 100 29.79 24.38 37 526.28
2 410 90 6.71 0.24 59 394.84
2 410 80 29.78 24.67 55 334.34
2 410 70 24.67 19.69 78 229.94
2 410 60 19.69 14.39 127 150.21
2 410 50 14.39 9.35 213 85.23
2 410 40 9.35 4.35 406 44.33
2 410 30 4.35 0.25 882 16.76
3 400 100 15.05 10.03 40 451.98
3 400 90 25.25 20.15 50 367.20
3 400 80 20.15 15.05 64 286.65
3 400 70 10.03 4.89 91 203.30
3 400 60 4.89 0.20 114 148.07
3 400 50 29.95 25.05 179 98.55
3 400 40 25.05 22.48 202 45.84
3 400 30 22.48 21.77 201 12.75
4 354 100 29.96 25.08 34 516.39
4 354 90 25.08 20.04 41 442.62
4 354 80 20.04 14.82 61 308.01
4 354 70 14.82 10.02 74 233.95
4 354 60 10.02 4.98 98 185.11
4 354 50 18.44 13.52 145 122.13
4 354 40 11.58 6.48 435 42.22
4 354 30 6.48 4.65 261 25.20
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During the initial operation of the furnace heavy rains soaked the Mt. Newman lump ore 
stockpiles at the raw materials handling department, and as a result the wet iron ore fines stuck to 
the bin and weigh hopper vibrofeeder wear liners and also hung up in the comers of the weigh 
hoppers themselves. The sticking of the dense fines on the feeder trays greatly reduced the 
capacity of the feeders as they were effectively having to oscillate a much greater mass than they 
were designed for. The stroke rates were consequently less than they should have been for any 
given input. The weigh hopper discharge openings were being reduced in area by the build up, 
with material bridging resulting. In addition zero tare errors were being created in the weighing 
system due to the hoppers gradually building up residual weight from the sticking fines.
The short term solution to the problem was to ensure people were always on standby to clean the 
vibrofeeder trays and weigh hoppers before they blocked. The longer term solutions have been to 
replace the bin and weigh hopper vibrofeeder wear liners with a hard plastic material which has a 
much lower co-efficient of friction than the original welded hard faced liner. The welded liners 
are covered with tiny surface cracks caused by the heat treating of the material and these act as 
sites for the ore fines to initially stick. An attempt was made to polish the hard faced liners with a 
grinding machine, although this was only partially successful. More recently the weigh hopper 
comers have also been filleted to effectively increase the wall slope angles and assist with 
promoting clean discharge.
In extremely wet or prolonged wet weather conditions the iron ore fines still cause sticking and 
build up problems, although to a much lesser extent than originally. Careful regular inspections 
inside the weigh hoppers and on the bin and weigh hopper feeder trays are required in wet 
conditions to ensure the build up does not become excessive and cause operational problems.
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Ferrous Weigh Hopper 1 Feeder Curve 
Pellets
Figure 4.6 - Ferrous Weigh Hopper 1 Vibrofeeder Rate vs Mass Flow Rate
Figure 4.7 - Ferrous Weigh Hopper 2 Vibrofeeder Rate vs Mass Flow Rate
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Ferrous Weigh Hopper 3 Feeder Curve 
Mt Newman Lump
Figure 4.8 - Ferrous Weigh Hopper 3 Vibrofeeder Rate vs Mass Flow Rate
Figure 4.9 - Ferrous Weigh Hopper 4 Vibrofeeder Rate vs Mass Flow Rate
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The three flux bins and two flux weigh hoppers were the last items to be set up in the ferrous 
system. The flux bin vibrofeeders are designed to achieve a discharge rate of 15tph. Flux bin 1 
feeds into flux weigh hopper 1, while flux bins 2 and 3 feed into flux weigh hopper 2. Flux bins 
1 and 2 were set up using quartzite, with flux bin 3 being set up with limestone. Table 4.15 
includes the results for the flux bin vibrofeeder and discharge gate testing.
Table 4.15 - Flux bin vibrofeeder rate versus material feed rate
Bin No. G ate Setting (mm) Feeder Rate (%) M ass 1 (T) Mass 2 (T) T im e (sec) Rate (tph)
1 140 35 0.10 0.63 87 21.89
1 140 35 0.63 1.14 90 20.24
1 140 35 1.14 2.13 171 20.91
1 140 35 2.13 3.16 184 20.17
2 130 30 0.10 0.39 94 11.07
2 130 30 0.45 1.52 215 17.93
2 130 30 1.52 2.52 218 16.51
2 130 30 2.52 3.52 232 15.47
3 o o cv v v 30 0.18 1.03 176 17.28
3 230 40 1.03 1.55 53 35.66
3 230 35 1.55 2.21 89 OO £20ZO.OZ
3 230 30 2.21 2.87 127 18.51
3 230 30 2.86 3.82 182 19.09
3 215 30 3.83 4.33 103 17.58
The flux bin vibrofeeder liners were subject to the same fines build up problems as the lump ore 
feeders. The problem was accentuated by the very low feeder rates, as the material velocity down 
the tray was very slow, giving the fines plenty of time to sieve through onto the trays. As the low 
feed rates on the flux bin vibrofeeders is not essential to the operation of the system, the rates 
were turned up in an attempt to overcome the fines build up problem. With the feeders set on a 
rate of 80% the build up problem is greatly reduced, and is only cause for concern in the same 
wet conditions for which the iron ore flow and discharge is problematic.
The flux weigh hopper vibrofeeders and discharge gates were set up in a similar manner to the 
other weigh hoppers. Flux weigh hopper 1 feeder is designed to achieve a discharge rate of 
30tph, while weigh hopper 2 feeder is designed for 60tph. The test results are shown in Table 
4.16. The feeder curve for weigh hopper 1 is shown in Figure 4.10. The feeder curve for weigh 
hopper 2 is shown in Figure 4.11.
Table 4.16 - Flux weigh hoppers vibrofeeder rate versus material feed rate
W eigh Hopper No. Gate Setting (mm ) Feeder Rate (%) Mass 1 (T) Mass 2 (T) T ime (sec) Rate (tph)
1 207 50 4.19 3.69 31 58.06
1 175 40 3.69 3.09 57 37.83
1 150 40 3.09 2.53 59 34.11
1 150 30 2.53 2.06 55 30.96
1 150 100 0.97 0.08 45 70.72
1 150 90 2.04 0.97 55 70.30
1 150 80 3.16 2.04 61 65.92
1 150 70 0.99 0.08 59 55.71
1 150 60 1.44 0.99 33 49.42
1 150 50 2.06 1.44 53 41.64
1 150 40 3.09 2.53 59 34.11
1 150 30 2.53 2.06 55 30.96
2 200 60 3.95 2.99 56 62.23
2 200 60 2.99 1.93 64 59.46
2 200 60 1.93 1.01 59 56.20
2 252 50 3.38 2.70 44 55.64
2 275 45 2.70 2.20 36 50.50
2 275 50 2.20 1.62 34 60.88
2 275 100 1.14 0.04 31 128.32
2 275 90 2.27 1.14 34 119.65
2 275 80 3.33 2.27 34 112.55
2 275 70 1.41 0.86 21 93.77
2 275 60 1.99 1.41 28 75.09
2 275 50 2.54 1.99 36 54.80
2 275 40 3.03 2.54 47 37.53
2 275 30 3.58 3.03 61 32.28
Figure 4.10 - Flux Weigh Hopper 1 Vibrofeeder Rate vs Mass Flow Rate
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Flux Weigh Hopper 2 Feeder Curve 
Quartzite and Limestone
Figure 4.11 - Flux Weigh Hopper 2 Vibrofeeder Rate vs Mass Flow Rate
During the early operation of the furnace the flux weigh hoppers were shown to be extending the 
overall ferrous batch discharge time as the control system was attempting to layer the very small 
amounts of flux along the entire ferrous batch length. As it is not neccessary to layer the flux 
along the entire ferrous batch a decision was made to force the flux weigh hopper feeders to 
operate at a fixed feed rate of 80%. This prevents the flux discharge from holding the rest of the 
ferrous discharge up and also allows the flux to be layered adequately along the ferrous batch.
4.3 DISCUSSION
The stockhouse material testing was an extensive exercise. The effort expended in developing the 
procedures and checksheets, and in actually performing the test work was repaid in the vast 
knowledge gained from the work. Many problems were encountered and overcome during the 
testing which would most certainly have resulted in severe disruption to the furnace operation 
had the stockhouse not been fully tested until after the furnace had begun producing iron. The 
data gathered during the testing has provided accurate information against which the charging 
system equipment can be monitored and benchmarked to check for optimum efficiencies.
Problems which were identified during the material testing and have yet to be fully resolved 
include the build up of iron ore, limestone and quartzite fines on vibrofeeder trays and inside
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weigh hoppers during wet weather. Heated vibrofeeder trays may provide a solution to the feeder 
build up problems, although this is an expensive option and is certainly not guaranteed to 
eliminate the trouble. Occasional bridging due to mechanical interlocking enhanced by impact 
stresses across the coke bin outlets is yet to be eliminated.
Despite the complexity and newness, the initial few months of the stockhouse operation proved 
to be relatively trouble free. This exceptional performance was predominately a result of the 
extensive test work conducted during final commissioning of the charging system.
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5 FURNACE TOP MATERIAL TESTING
5.1 INTRODUCTION
The primary purpose of the furnace top equipment is to enable raw materials to be loaded into 
the furnace without the pressure inside being released. On modem high efficiency blast furnaces, 
the furnace top equipment must also be able to accurately place the raw materials across the 
radius of the furnace in order to achieve specific surface profiles and particle size distributions. 
The ability of the furnace top to consistently place raw materials where they are required inside 
the furnace significantly determines the extent of operational control possible and hence furnace 
efficiency, stability and iron quality.
The furnace top on No.6 Blast Furnace is a central hopper Paul Wurth design, incorporating a 
rotating receiving hopper which is fed by the main furnace charging conveyor, CS2. The 
receiving hopper discharges into the material hopper via an iris type valve. The material hopper 
has seal valves on the top and bottom openings and incorporates an anti-segregation device. The 
material hopper discharges material into the furnace via a similar, although smaller, iris valve 
than the receiving hopper. The material hopper is supported on load cells which are able to check 
the weights of batches sent from the stockhouse. The distribution chute inside the furnace is a 
4.0m long half stone box, half smooth lined design.
The primary operational specification made for the No.6 Blast Furnace furnace top equipment is 
that the particle size of the discharge into the furnace from the material hopper not vary by more 
than 10% from the batch mean size throughout the discharge. While this specification is made 
for both coke and ferrous batches, it is the ferrous material for which consistent particle size 
distribution is most crucial to the furnace operation. The furnace top must also be able to cycle 
the batches through sufficiently quickly to meet the maximum furnace production capacity. This 
equates to one batch every 270 seconds, based on a maximum charging rate of 160 charges per 
day.
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The furnace top design, and in particular the receiving hopper and material hopper design was 
evolved by Paul Wurth with the assistance of a considerable 1/12th scale model testing program 
[1]. A number of design and operational options were tested to determine the best overall 
solution to achieve the required material hopper discharge particle size distribution.
The furnace top material testing program was based on the same principles as the stockhouse 
testing. Since the furnace top is less complex than the stockhouse the testing program was 
simpler, although the aims were identical. The furnace top testing program is detailed in the 
Stockhouse and Furnace Top Hot Commissioning (Material Testing) Process Commissioning 
Instructions [12]. The furnace top material testing was completed over a period of 10 days.
In order to complete the furnace top material testing in the most efficient way possible, a major 
logistical hurdle had to be overcome. All devices on the furnace top were required to be tested, 
although no material could be allowed to enter the actual furnace as work were still being done 
on the hearth and furnace lining. This problem was solved by installing a conveyor under the 
distribution chute gearbox where the distribution chute would normally be positioned. The 
conveyor extended through the chute change door in the side of the furnace shell and out over the 
furnace top platform. A feed chute mounted on the conveyor contained material as it discharged 
from the material hopper and loaded onto the conveyor. A cross belt sampler was installed on the 
head end of the conveyor to enable samples to be taken during the discharges. The material was 
directed from the head of the conveyor into a vertical chute which contained the stream as it fell 
40 metres into a bunker. The bunker was cleared using a front end loader. The conveyor enabled 
every component of the furnace top, except the distribution chute, to be tested with material. This 
provided a significant advantage in that the performance of the top was understood prior to 
material being charged into the furnace proper, allowing any adjustments that were deemed 
necessary to be made before the furnace fill commenced.
The aim of the furnace top material testing was to gain a thorough understanding of the 
characteristics of the receiving hopper and material hopper and the interactions between them. 
The important parameters which needed to be verified included the material trajectory off the 
head pulley on CS2 conveyor, the extent of segregation with depth and across the radius of the 
receiving hopper, the segregation with depth and across the radius of the material hopper, the 
particle size distribution of the discharge from the material hopper and the relationship between
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the lower material gate opening position and the material hopper discharge flow rate. These 
parameters need to be understood for both coke and ferrous batches.
5.2 MATERIAL TESTING
5.2.1 INITIAL TEST BATCHES
In order to ensure material would be able to pass through the furnace top equipment without any 
problems before large quantities were sent up, some small test batches were elevated. The first 
batch up was 10 tonnes of sinter. This material proved that the temporary conveyor under the 
Paul Wurth gearbox functioned correctly and did not spill material into the furnace. The small 
amount also provided evidence that the huge vertical chute from the furnace top platform to the 
ground did the job it was supposed to.
The second batch sent to the furnace top was 20 tonnes of sinter. Once this went through without 
any problems 30 tonnes of Mt. Newman lump iron ore was elevated to check the temporary 
conveyor with the higher density material. Since all went smoothly a full 86 tonne ferrous batch 
was elevated to the furnace top. This was sequenced through the top without any problems, as 
was another full 86 tonne ferrous batch. The final test batch was a maximum capacity 30 tonnes 
of coke. The 30 tonnes of coke occupied approximately 60m3, the maximum volumetric capacity 
of the receiving and material hoppers. This material went through the top successfully, proving 
all the equipment was ready for the testing program to begin.
5.2.2 CS1 AND CS2 CONVEYOR SEGREGATION TESTS
The scale model testing covered in chapter 2, which determined the final CS1 to CS2 transfer 
chute design chosen for the furnace, was repeated at full scale during the charging system 
material testing program. Testing was done on four ferrous batches and two coke batches. 
Samples were taken across the width of the belts and along the length of the batches to provide 
information on the extent of particle size segregation before and after the transfer chute. This 
information was required to confirm the expected characteristics of the smooth transfer chute and 
to provide an understanding of the size distribution produced by the material layering from the 
stockhouse weigh hoppers onto CS1 conveyor.
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Samples were taken from three positions on CS1 conveyor, with the each position being divided 
into five segments across the width. Material was removed from the segments on each edge and 
from the centre using steel dividers to keep the segments separate. The sample locations on CS1 
are shown in Figure 5.1. The same system was used on CS2 conveyor to take the samples, 
although material was removed from five positions along the length of each batch. The sample 
locations on CS2 are shown in Figure 5.2.
Position 1 Position 2 Position 3
Head o f Cu t 3 Cut 3 Cut 3 Skirting
CS1 fin ishes
Conveyor Cu t 2 Cut 2 Cut 2 here
Cu t 1 C u t i Cut 1
Figure 5.1 - Sample locations on CS1 conveyor
Position 1 Position 2 Position 3 Position 4 Position 5
Head o f Cu t 3 Cu t 3 Cu t 3 Cut 3 Cut 3
CS2
Conveyor C u t 2 Cu t 2 Cut 2 Cut 2 Cut 2
C u t i Cu t 1 C u t i Cu t 1 C u t i
Figure 5.2 - Sample locations on CS2 conveyor
The open accessible area on CS1 conveyor, where samples can be removed from, is not long 
enough for an entire ferrous batch to fit on it. For this reason the samples taken from CS1 
conveyor were removed from near the end of the ferrous batches. The ferrous discharge was run 
completely out of the weigh hoppers and then both CS1 and CS2 conveyors were stopped. Some 
of the ferrous batch was already on CS2 conveyor at this time. The samples were removed from 
CS1 conveyor at each of the three positions. Once all the samples were removed from CS1, both 
CS1 and CS2 conveyors were started again. When all of the material from CS1 was on CS2, CS2 
conveyor was stopped. The samples were then removed from CS2 conveyor at each of the five 
positions. As a result of the samples on CS1 being taken from the tail of the ferrous batches, the 
relationship between the sample positions on the two conveyors is not direct. This means that
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sample positions 1, 2 and 3 on CS1 are comparable with sample positions 3, 4 and 5 on CS2 
respectively.
As the samples were removed from the conveyors they were loaded into labelled buckets. The 
samples were then passed through the stockhouse vision systems, with ferrous material run 
through the sinter sampler and coke through the coke sampler, to determine the fractions of each 
particle size in each sample. This information was recorded on the vision system computer and 
used to calculate the arithmetic mean size for each sample.
Table 5.1 shows the arithmetic mean size values for each of the samples taken from the 
conveyors for the ferrous batches.
The results from ferrous batch 1 are shown graphically in Figure 5.3. The results from ferrous 
batches 2 and 3 are shown in Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.5 respectively. The sample locations are 
designated in the key by the conveyor and the position. For example, a sample off CS2 conveyor 
taken from position 4 is designated as CS2-4.
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Table 5.1 - CS1 to CS2 Conveyor Transfer Chute Comparison for Ferrous Material
Ferrous  1 - CS1 C onveyo r
Pos ition 1 2 3
C u t i A M S 25 .182 19.307 17.429
C u t 2 A M S 18.171 17.238 13.938
C u t 3 A M S 19.472 24 .149 20.282
F e rro u s  1 - C S 2  C o n ve yo r
Position 1 2 3 4 5
C u t i A M S 20 .187 21.871 20.891 21 .526 25 .440
C ut 2 AM S 13.051 16.042 16.577 20 .265 15.706
C u t 3 AM S 17.804 22 .469 18.911 18.633 20 .229
Ferrous 2 - CS1 C onveyo r
Position 1 2 3
C u t i AM S 20 .490 20 .380 22 .750
C u t 2 AM S 17.560 17.980 16.930
C ut 3 AM S 20 .300 19.150 19.260
Ferrous 2 - CS2 C onveyo r
Position 1 2 3 4 5
Cut 1 AM S 17.670 20.120 28 .360 21.320 24 .170
Cu t 2 A M S 14.390 14.130 15.460 15.970 18.130
C ut 3 AM S 17.920 22 .400 19.720 21.210 20.120
Ferrous 3 - CS1 C onveyo r
Position 1 2 3
C u t i AM S 21 .633 22 .204 22.590
Cut 2 A M S 16.990 17.996 17.153
Cu t 3 A M S 18.609 20 .510 17.622
Ferrous 3 - CS2 C onveyo r
Pos ition 1 2 3 4 5
C u t 1 AM S 16.467 18.832 24 .045 19.776 26 .407
C ut 2 AM S 13.743 14.892 16.517 20.143 17.413
Cu t 3 A M S 18.645 23 .066 23 .252 24.018 22 .745
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Figure 5.3 - Ferrous Batch 1 CS1 to CS2 Transfer Chute Comparison
Ferrous 2 - CS1 to  CS2 T rans fe r Chute C om parison
30
-CS1-1





Figure 5.4 - Ferrous Batch 2 CS1 to CS2 Transfer Chute Comparison
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Figure 5.5 - Ferrous Batch 3 CS1 to CS2 Transfer Chute Comparison
The results from the full scale transfer chute are very similar to those obtained from the one-third 
scale model. The particle size distribution across the conveyor width is relatively unaffected by 
the transfer chute, with there being some evidence of the material being flipped over. The 
flipping effect is shown as the cross over of comparable lines on the graphs, as is the case with 
CS1-2 and CS2-4 in Figure 5.5. The flipping effect is most evident however visually. The 
stockhouse ferrous discharge is layered such that sinter is on the bottom on CS1 conveyor, with 
small sinter and small coke on top, whereas on CS2 conveyor the sinter is on top, with the small 
sinter and small coke on the bottom. Virtually all the data indicates a higher proportion of large 
material on either side of the batch, and a smaller mean size in the centre. This is indicated 
graphically as the V-shape in each of the lines of the figures. As discussed in chapter 2, this is a 
natural piling segregation effect and providing there is no bias of larger material on one side only 
of the conveyor it does not present any operational problems for the charging system or furnace.
Table 5.2 shows the arithmetic mean size values for each of the samples taken from the 
conveyors for the coke batches.
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Table 5.2 - CS1 to CS2 Conveyor Transfer Chute Comparison for Coke Material
C oke  1 - CS1 C onve yo r
P os ition 1 2 3
C u t i A M S 49 .266 49 .477 56 .256
C u t 2 A M S 50 .030 62 .415 61 .974
C u t 3 A M S 47 .785 45 .932 44.491
Coke 1 - C S 2 C onve yo r
P os ition 1 2 3 4 5
C u t i A M S 39 .455 37.293 46 .490 46 .065 50 .718
Cu t 2 A M S 40 .658 40 .982 44 .235 52 .036 56 .600
Cu t 3 A M S 45 .742 47 .005 48 .244 48 .796 49.011
Coke 2 - CS1 C onve yo r
P os ition 1 2 3
C u t i A M S 42 .384 43 .778 46 .404
Cu t 2 A M S 45 .463 48 .913 52 .165
Cu t 3 A M S 40 .597 46 .302 48 .968
Coke 2 - C S 2 C onve yo r
Pos ition 1 2 3 4 5
C u t i A M S 42 .597 38.360 39.738 42 .667 48 .436
Cut 2 A M S 38.671 36.751 39 .830 43 .985 45 .836
Cut 3 A M S 44.351 42 .043 43.301 43 .206 46 .132
The results for coke batch 1 and 2 are shown graphically in Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.7 
respectively.







Figure 5.6 - Coke Batch 1 CS1 to CS2 Transfer Chute Comparison
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Figure 5.7 - Coke Batch 2 CS1 to CS2 Transfer Chute Comparison
The results for coke indicate the transfer chute does not have any significant effect on the size 
segregation of the material across the width of the conveyors. As with the ferrous material, there 
is evidence of the coke being flipped over during transfer, although this does not present any 
operational problems. The particle size range of the coke is much narrower than for the ferrous, 
resulting in there being less segregation across the conveyor caused by piling effects.
5.2.3 CS2 HEAD PULLEY POSITION
The head pulley structure on CS2 conveyor was designed to allow the pulley to be moved 
forward or backwards along the axis of the conveyor in order to adjust the material trajectory 
from the belt. The pulley was initially positioned based on material trajectory calculations. The 
optimum trajectory lands the first material on the lower conical section of the receiving hopper. 
This reduces as much as possible the impact wear on the inside of the receiving hopper and also 
minimises segregation in the lower section of the receiving hopper.
The first several batches of material elevated to the furnace top were carefully checked as they 
passed over the head pulley on CS2 conveyor. Some photos were taken inside the head chute to 
record the material leaving the head pulley. One of these photos is included in Figure 5.8. The
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trajectories matched quite closely with the predictions made by the calculations, eliminating the 
need to move the head pulley. For both coke and ferrous batches, the first material into the 
receiving hopper quickly fills the lower section of the conical bottom after which the material 
impacts on itself and builds up in layers as the hopper rotates.
Figure 5.8 - Coke leaving CS2 conveyor head pulley 
5.2.4 RECEIVING HOPPER
The tests conducted in the receiving hopper were designed to provide an understanding of the 
segregation produced inside the hopper during filling. The head pulley of CS2 conveyor is offset 
from the centre of the receiving hopper, with the centre line of the conveyor bisecting the hopper 
radius. The conveyor offset combined with the fact that the receiving hopper is rotating while 
material is loading into it produces a thorough blending of the batch. The pile which forms inside 
the receiving hopper is a flattened M shape, with the surface profile being lowest in the centre, 
risine up to a peak approximately mid radius and falling slightly away again toward the sides. An 
actual typical profile is shown in Figure 5.9.
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The material size segregation testing was done by removing material from four locations across 
the hopper radius. The sample locations are shown in Figure 5.10. Sampling was done on three 
full size ferrous batches and two full size coke batches. In order to understand the segregation 
characteristics of the hopper at various depths, sampling was also done for ferrous and coke 
materials using one-quarter, half and three-quarter size batches.
Figure 5.9 - Receiving Hopper Material Surface Profile for Ferrous
Figure 5.10 - Receiving Hopper Sample Tocations
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The 60 to 70kg samples were removed from the surface of the material using a shovel. The 
samples were taken to the stockhouse and passed through the sampler vision systems in the same 
way the CS1 to CS2 transfer chute samples were processed to determine the size fractions and 
hence arithmetic mean size. The results for both ferrous and coke materials are included in Table
5.3.
Table 5.3 - Receiving Hopper Radial Size Segregation for Ferrous and Coke
Full S ize  F e rrous  1
Position 1 2 3 4
AM S 19.704 13.858 13.894 16.833
Full S ize  Fe rrous  2
Pos ition 1 2 3 4
AM S 21 .080 14.830 14.170 20 .170
Full S ize  Fe rrous  3
Pos ition 1 2 3 4
AM S 22.846 15.795 14.267 18.620
O ne -Q ua rte r S ize  Fe rrous
Position 1 2 3 4
AM S 19.614 18.814 14.894 14.676
Ha lf S ize  Fe rrous
Pos ition 1 2 3 4
AM S 23.294 16.465 16.701 18.229
T h ree -Q ua rte r S ize  Ferrous
Pos ition 1 2 3 4
AM S 17.323 22.082 16.256 17.272
Full S ize  C oke  1
Pos ition 1 2 3 4
AM S 55.496 54.170 56.942 53.858
Full S ize  C oke  2
Pos ition 1 2 3 4
AM S 48 .278 47 .368 47 .084 48.097
O ne -Q ua rte r S ize  Coke
Pos ition 1 2 3 4
AM S 52.097 53.620 56.219 51.309
H a lf S ize  C oke
Pos ition 1 2 3 4
AM S 51.521 47 .845 42 .505 47 .569
T h ree -Q ua rte r S ize  Coke
Pos ition 1 2 3 4
AM S 52.335 41 .950 45 .337 44 .070
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The information included in Table 5.3 is shown graphically below. Figure 5.11 includes the full 
size ferrous information, Figure 5.12 the part size ferrous results, Figure 5.13 shows the full size 
coke and Figure 5.14 the part size coke results.
Receiving Hopper Segregation - Full Size Ferrous
Fer 1 
-m— Fer2  
-A —  Fer 3
Figure 5.11 - Receiving Hopper Segregation for Full Size Ferrous Batches
Receiving Hopper Segregation - Part Size Ferrous
— 1/4 Fer 
-®— 1/2 Fer 
-a— 3/4 Fer
Figure 5.12 - Receiving Hopper Segregation for Part Size Ferrous Batches
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Receiving Hopper Segregation - Full Size Coke
■ Coke 1 
• Coke 2
Figure 5.13 - Receiving Hopper Segregation for Full Size Coke Batches
Receiving Hopper Segregation - Part Size Coke
-♦ — 1/4 Coke 
-m— 1/2 Coke 
- a —  3/4 Coke
Figure 5.14 - Receiving Hopper Segregation for Part Size Coke Batches
The results for the full size ferrous batches are as expected, taking into account the surface 
profile. As Figure 5.11 indicates, the sloping surfaces in toward the centre and out toward the 
sides allow piling segregation effects to dominate to produce larger material in the centre and 
around the edges of the hopper. The smaller material is found in the mid radial position on top of 
the pile. The consistency of the results in Figure 5.11 indicates the dominance of the piling 
segregation effects. The longer slope into the centre caused by the shape of the hopper results in
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the largest material ending up in the centre, or position 1, as indicated in Figure 5.11. The 
important effect o f the larger ferrous particles rolling into the centre of the receiving hopper is 
the size distribution of the discharge into the material hopper. The funnel flow discharge results 
in the large material from the centre being first into the material hopper. This generates a 
material hopper discharge segregation characteristic which is discussed later.
The part size ferrous batch results also highlight the piling segregation effect, particularly in the 
centre. This is evident in Figure 5.12. The part size ferrous batch results are not as consistent as 
the full size results, although the essential information is clear.
The smaller particle size range of the coke results in far less segregation inside the receiving 
hopper. The full size batch results, shown in Figure 5.13, indicate a virtually even particle size 
distribution across the hopper radius.
5.2.5 MATERIAL HOPPER
As for the receiving hopper, the sampling done inside the material hopper was aimed at 
understanding the extent of particle size segregation across the hopper radius and through the 
depth. The material hopper has internal anti-segregation devices which are designed to promote a 
more homogeneous particle size distribution during filling and also to produce a mass flow 
discharge from the hopper. An impact plate positioned under the filling point helps spread the 
incoming stream from the receiving hopper. A double inverted cone insert lower inside the 
hopper helps produce a mass flow discharge. Both inserts are held in position inside the hopper 
by three radial arms which are bolted to the hopper walls.
When the material hopper is filled, the pile which forms is essentially level, with some minor 
surface irregularities caused by material impacting on the insert support arms during filling and 
spilling around them. The profile is shown in Figure 5.15.
The sampling technique used was the same as for the receiving hopper, with material removed 
from four locations across the hopper radius. The sample locations are shown in Figure 5.16. 
Sampling was done on three full size ferrous batches and two full size coke batches. In order to
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understand the segregation characteristics of the hopper at various depths, sampling was also 
done for ferrous and coke materials using one-quarter, half and three-quarter size batches.
Figure 5.15 - Material Flopper Material Surface Profile for Ferrous
Figure 5.16 - Material Fiopper Sample Locations
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Using the same technique applied to the receiving hopper, the 60 to 70kg samples were removed 
from the surface of the material using a shovel and taken to the stockhouse and passed through 
the sampler vision systems to determine the size fractions and hence arithmetic mean size. The 
results for both ferrous and coke materials are included in Table 5.4.
Table 5.4 - Material Hopper Radial Size Segregation for Ferrous and Coke
Full S ize Fe rrous  1
Pos ition 1 2 3 4
AM S 24 .166 21 .243 20.304 16.912
Full S ize  F e rro u s  2
Position 1 2 3 4
AM S 24 .670 17.030 19.570 17.400
Full S ize Fe rrous  3
Position 1 2 3 4
AM S 21.417 19.337 18.223 16.831
O ne -Q ua rte r S ize  Fe rrous
Position 1 2 3 4
AM S 16.097 19.159 15.529 15.060
Ha lf S ize  Ferrous
Pos ition 1 2 3 4
AM S 17.364 15.666 14.757 15.095
T h ree -Q ua rte r S ize  Ferrous
Pos ition 1 2 3 4
AM S 17.627 17.224 13.852 13.687
Full S ize  C oke 1
Pos ition 1 2 3 4
AM S 51.030 48 .488 50.662 47.600
Full S ize C oke  2
Position 1 2 3 4
A M S 47 .297 46 .672 43 .694 47.653
O ne -Q ua rte r S ize  C oke
Pos ition 1 2 3 4
A M S 51.585 42 .596 46 .917 43 .982
H a lf S ize  Coke
Pos ition 1 2 3 4
A M S 51 .355 48.751 46 .063 46 .127
T h ree -Q ua rte r S ize  C oke
Position 1 2 3 4
A M S 50.499 50.512 44 .156 43 .114
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The results from table 5.4 are shown in Figures 5.17 to 5.20 below.
Figure 5.17 - Material Hopper Segregation for Full Size Ferrous Batches
Material Hopper Segregation - Part Size Ferrous
—«— 1/4 Fer 
— 1/2 Fer 
—û— 3/4 Fer
Figure 5.18 - Material Hopper Segregation for Part Size Ferrous Batches
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Figure 5.20 - Material Hopper Segregation for Part Size Coke Batches
Figure 5.17 indicates the filling of the material hopper produces larger material in the centre with 
a gradual reduction in the mean size out toward the sides. This characteristic is a result of piling 
and other dynamic segregation effects generated by the large mass flow rate of the incoming 
material and the various inserts inside the material hopper. The part size ferrous batches, shown 
in Figure 5.18 display a similar size distribution across the hopper radius.
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The size distribution results for coke, shown in Figure 5.19 and 5.20 also indicate a slight bias of 
larger sized material in the centre of the hopper. As with the receiving hopper, the size variation 
is not as significant with the coke as it is with the ferrous materials.
5.2.6 MATERIAL HOPPER DISCHARGE
The sampling done on the discharge from the material hopper was designed to test the final result 
of all the materials handling carried out in the charging system. The controllability of the furnace 
operation depends largely on the repeatability and accuracy of the material discharge into the 
furnace from the material hopper. The charging system design was based around the requirement 
that the particle size of the material hopper discharge at any point during the discharge not vary 
by more than 10% from the overall mean size of the batch. The main purpose of the material 
testing program on the material hopper discharge was to determine if this requirement was met.
The temporary conveyor built to take the discharge from under the distribution chute gearbox 
and transfer it across the furnace top platform and over the edge to the ground had a cross belt 
sampler located at the head. This sampler was driven through the material stream by a pneumatic 
cylinder, with the sample bucket working essentially a diverter chute to direct material into a 
series o f steel boxes positioned under the head pulley of the belt on the platform. The boxes were 
held in a frame which sat on a roller conveyor. There were a total of eight sets of boxes in 
frames. The sample bucket was able to cut the material stream in both directions. As a cut was 
made and the sample boxes were filled, the sample boxes and frame were rolled out of the way 
and a fresh set rolled into position under the sampler. This sampling process was repeated 
periodically throughout the material hopper discharge, producing a series of samples representing 
a time based discharge characteristic of the hopper.
The samples were taken to the stockhouse and run through the vision systems for the size 
analysis. Due to mechanical problems with the sampler, some tests did not include a full set of 
samples. Testing was undertaken for seven ferrous batches and two coke batches. The results 
from the sampling are included in Table 5.5.
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Table 5.5 - Material Hopper Discharge Size Segregation for Ferrous and Coke
Ferrous 1 - Full S ize  Batch
Pos ition 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
% D ischa rge
AM S no data no da ta no data 17.640 16.528 no data 16.603 no data
Ferrous 2 - Full S ize  Batch
Pos ition 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
% D ischa rge 5 20 35 50 65
AM S 18.240 15.134 16.375 16.303 15.412 no data no data no data
Ferrous 3 - Full S ize  Batch
Pos ition 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
% D ischa rge 5 15 25 40 55 75 85
AMS 18.461 15.869 15.442 15.980 15.895 14.682 16.017 no data
Ferrous 4 - Full S ize  Batch
Position 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
% D ischa rge 3 15 25 35 45 60 75 90
AMS 18.130 17.751 13.282 13.844 16.094 16.056 16.463 14.255
Ferrous 5 - Full S ize  Batch
Position 1 2 3 5 6 7 8
% D ischa rge 1.69 12.71 19.49 32.20 44.07 60.17 70.34 90.68
AM S 18.452 18.411 15.332 14.566 15.401 14.046 13.782 15.565
Ferrous 6 - Full S ize  Batch w ith  Sm all S in te r a t the Head
Position 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
% D ischa rge 0.76 11.36 22.73 36.36 45.45 61.36 69.70 83.33
AMS 16.366 18.805 16.562 16.740 17.695 15.330 14.806 17.981
Ferrous 7 - Full S ize  Batch w ith  Rece iv ing H opper S top ped fo r the F irs t 15% o f the Fill
Pos ition 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
% D ischa rge 1.63 12.20 18.70 31.71 40.65 56.10 68.29 90.24
AM S 16.445 18.698 16.308 15.205 15.421 14.107 14.809 15.565
Coke 1 - Full S ize Batch
Position 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
% D ischa rge 10 20 35 50 65 75 90
AM S 41 .416 42 .462 44.098 43 .384 45.698 45.000 45.175 no data
Coke 2 - Full S ize Batch
Position 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
% D ischa rge 15 25 45 60 80
AM S 38.300 39.682 40 .283 39.468 42.247 no data no data no data
The data from Table 5.5 is shown in Figures 5.21 to 5.26. Not all of the data from Table 5.5 is 












Figure 5.21 - Material Hopper Discharge Segregation for Ferrous Batch 3
Materia l Hopper D ischarge - Ferrous 4
Figure 5.22 - Material Hopper Discharge Segregation for Ferrous Batch 4
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Figure 5.23 - Material Hopper Discharge Segregation for Ferrous Batch 5





- - - Mean -10%
at the Head of the Batch
Figure 5.24 - Material Hopper Discharge Segregation for Ferrous Batch 6 Including Small Sinter
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- - - Mean -10%
Figure 5.25 - Material Hopper Discharge Segregation for Ferrous Batch 7. Receiving Hopper
Stopped for the First 15% of the Fill
The standard ferrous batch discharges are shown in Figures 5.21 to 5.23. All of these discharges 
indicate that the first particles out of the material hopper are more than 10% larger than the 
overall batch mean size. It is approximately the first 15% of the discharge for which the
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arithmetic mean size is outside the +10% overall batch mean size limit. In the worst case, on 
ferrous batch 5, the AMS for the first sample is 17.6% above the batch mean size.
The reason for the larger particles at the start of the material hopper discharge goes back to the 
particle size segregation inside the receiving hopper. The larger particles accumulate in the centre 
of the receiving hopper as a result of piling segregation effects during filling. These larger 
particles are the first into the material hopper during transfer from the receiving hopper as a 
result o f the funnel flow effect. The larger particles are therefore sitting against the lower 
material gate inside the material hopper and are first out at the start of the discharge. Whereas for 
the remainder o f the discharge, the mass flow characteristics of the material hopper results in 
most of the discharge being within the mean size upper and lower limits, with the exception of 
the initial 20 seconds or so. This is evident from the Figures above. The mean size of the initial 
discharge is controlled by the material hopper filling process more than by the discharge process, 
since the anti-segregation and mass flow inserts inside the hopper cannot influence the discharge 
of the material sitting at the very bottom of the hopper.
Figure 5.24 shows a ferrous batch which was discharged from the stockhouse with small sinter 
layered onto the head of the batch. The mean size during the initial part of the material hopper 
discharge is well within the upper limit, although the second sample point does indicate a mean 
size value just outside the upper limit. The addition of small sinter at the head of the ferrous 
batch does have the desired effect of bringing the mean size of the initial material hopper 
discharge down. As the stockhouse discharge system is designed to layer small sinter either 
along the full length or at the head of batches, this provides a simple method of counteracting the 
larger than desired initial mean size characteristic in the initial discharge of the material hopper.
One of the tests conducted by Paul Wurth [1] on their scale model of the furnace top was to have 
the receiving hopper stationary while the first 15% of the full ferrous batch was loaded in, after 
which the hopper started rotating again for the remainder of the fill. The aim of this technique is 
to reduce the piling segregation effect rolling large material into the centre of the hopper at the 
start of the fill, which then prevents excessively large material filling the lower section of the 
material hopper. This technique was included as part of the material tests, with the results shown 
in Figure 5.25. A result similar to that for the small sinter at the head of the ferrous batch was 
achieved. The mean size of the initial discharge is well within the upper limit, although again the
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second sample point indicates an out o f limit value. Having to stop and start the rotation of the 
receiving hopper is not a desired operational condition as it adds to the complexity of the control 
system, increases the duty on the hopper rotational drive units and adds the potential to upset the 
charging system sequencing. Since essentially the same material hopper discharge characteristic 
can be achieved by layering small sinter at the head of the ferrous batches, the use of the stop and 
start technique for the receiving hopper is not used on No.6 Blast Furnace.
The coke material again behaved essentially neutrally during discharge from the material hopper. 
The arithmetic mean size of the coke during the discharge remained well within the upper and 
lower size limits. Figure 5.26 indicates a slight increase in the mean size over the course of the 
discharge, a characteristic which is actually of benefit to the furnace operation as it assists with 
ensuring larger coke finds its way to the centre of the furnace to promote desired central gas 
flow.
5.3 DISCUSSION
The extensive testing program carried out on the furnace top provided invaluable information 
about the operation of the entire system. The characteristics of each component in the furnace top 
charging system are detailed in this chapter. This information has provided a thorough 
understanding of how the charging system behaves and has been central to the establishment of 
accurate and reliable charging patterns. The flow on effect is greater furnace efficiency, stability 
and iron quality.
The testing conducted on the CS1 to CS2 conveyor transfer chute proved that the scale model 
test work, covered in chapter 2, was accurate. The results indicate that the smooth transfer chute 
does not enhance particle size segregation across the main charging conveyor and apart from 
flipping the layers over has no net effect on the material. Operational experience with the chute 
has lead to some minor modifications being made to it. Notably, the original chute was fully 
lined with high alumina ceramic tiles. The tiles in the area where the material impacts the chute 
off the head of CS1 conveyor were not lasting very well. The first replacement chute was 
modified to incorporate Ni-hard tiles in the impact zone. The Ni-hard tiles have proven to be 
superior to the ceramic tiles in this area. Some further small modifications are planned to alter
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the shapes of some of the Ni-hard tiles to improve their ability to resist the gouging action of the 
material.
The ability to conduct full scale testing on the actual transfer chute as part of the material testing 
provided the essential completeness to the initial reduced scale model testing. Scale model 
testing has known inherent deficiencies, including difficulties in accurately representing full 
scale particle interactions as dynamic forces are often not able to be scaled exactly, the high cost 
involved in manufacturing accurate models of the actual equipment and the problem of 
accurately reproducing the interface with associated plant and equipment not directly being 
tested. With these qualifying factors inherent in scale model testing it is always preferable to be 
able to confirm scale model results on the actual full scale equipment. In this case, the full scale 
tests confirmed that the scale model results were relatively accurate.
The test work conducted inside the receiving and material hoppers provided important 
information about material surface profiles and radial particle size segregation which helped in 
the understanding of the material hopper discharge characteristics.
Exhausting of displaced gas and dust from inside the material hopper during filling is an 
operational phenomenon which was not identified during the material testing program. During 
the material testing program the large access door on the side of the material hopper was open to 
allow people to get inside and to facilitate viewing of the filling and discharge operation. This 
large opening provided an outlet for the displaced gas and dust, through which the escape 
velocity was not especially high. Once the access door was closed and the hopper sealed for 
operation, the displaced gas and dust had to find another opening to escape through. The only 
opening available was back up past the incoming material, between the material stream and the 
port in the top of the hopper. Since the cross sectional area of this annulus was relatively small, 
the velocity of the escaping gas and dust was very high. The high velocity gas carried a 
considerable amount of dust and grit with it, blowing out over the top of the material hopper and 
surrounding platforms.
The first action taken to solve the problem was to reduce the maximum extent to which the upper 
material gate could open. This reduced the cross sectional area of the material stream, and 
therefore increased the cross sectional area of the annulus between the stream and hopper port.
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By providing a larger gas escape route, the escape velocity was reduced. This reduced the 
amount of material blown out each time the material hopper was filled. The problem was not 
completely solved however.
An attempt was made to use the material hopper pressure relief system as an alternative path for 
the gas to escape. The sequence on the pressure relief system was altered to ensure it was open to 
atmosphere while material was being transferred into the material hopper. This has not greatly 
improved the situation.
Options are currently being considered for installing dust and grit deflectors inside the material 
hopper which will be designed to prevent the displaced material from reaching the upper port 
opening.
The material hopper discharge segregation tests completed the process of understanding the 
furnace charging system. The knowledge that a standard ferrous discharge has an initial large 
mean size is crucial to ensuring the furnace is operated at optimum efficiency. The characteristic 
is thoroughly understood as a result of the test work and can therefore be taken account of in 
determining the best charging patterns to use on the furnace. The fact that the test work 
determined a method of masking the initial large particle discharge by layering small sinter on 
the head of the batch has provided extra flexibility to the charging system operation.
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6 IN-FURNACE MATERIAL TESTING
6.1 INTRODUCTION
The final piece of work required to complete the understanding of the No.6 Blast Furnace 
charging system involved actually getting inside the furnace just prior to the original blow-in to 
take samples and measurements from the material surface. The main aim of this work was to 
gather important data required for input into some of the mathematical models which are used to 
assist with the operation of the furnace. The accuracy of the models, and hence their value to the 
furnace operation, is directly linked to the accuracy of the variables used as inputs. The only time 
in the entire campaign life of a blast furnace, which in the case on No.6 Blast Furnace is 15 
years, when much of the data can be gathered is just before the original blow-in, as the 
information can only be collected by people inside the furnace on top of the burden.
The full detailed report on the in-fumace tests completed at No.6 Blast Furnace, including the 
application of the findings to the furnace operation is included in work by DiGiorgio [11]. This 
chapter discusses the outline of the work only to give an understanding of what was undertaken 
and why.
6.2 TESTWORK
In this testwork, people climbed inside the furnace to undertake the testwork on the last four 
batches discharged into the furnace just prior to blow-in. The fourth last batch was coke, the third 
last ferrous, the second last coke and the last ferrous. Ladders were used to access the material 
surface, with samples removed using a pneumatic powered hoist.
The testing was divided into several categories. Firstly, samples were taken from the material 
surface for size analysis in order to complete the material hopper discharge segregation work. 
Samples were removed from the material surface at intervals along three radii. Since the surface 
of the material inside the furnace slopes quite steeply in toward the centre it was neccessary to 
ensure adjacent samples did not contaminate each other. This was achieved by using plaster of
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paris to form moulds around the material required for each sample. The liquid plaster of paris 
mixture was poured over specially made cones which allowed the plaster to run down into the 
material layer as a cylinder. Once cured, the plaster of paris formed a hard cylindrical container 
around the sample preventing it from rolling away down the slope while it was dug out. The 
samples were passed through the stockhouse vision systems for size analysis, providing 
information on circumferential segregation in addition to radial segregation.
The surface profile of each material was surveyed in order to understand the angles of repose, the 
variability of the surface profile both circumferentially and radially and the overall shape of the 
pile of material. The work was done by surveyors who were able to accurately measure the 
surface profiles relative to the furnace internal structure.
Measurements were made of the thickness of the final four material layers in order to understand 
the effect that the ferrous material has on the coke layer when it lands on top of it during a 
discharge from the material hopper. The displacement of the coke layer, known as coke collapse, 
is caused by the impact of the ferrous stream and also by the different angles of repose of the two 
material types. The ferrous material pushes coke in toward the centre of the furnace, making the 
coke layer thicker in some places and thinner in others. An accurate understanding of coke 
collapse is essential for modelling the gas permiability of the raw materials inside the furnace 
and for determining the optimum charging patterns for high productivity and furnace efficiency.
The material layer thickness measurements were made using two separate techniques. The first 
involved utilising the different electrical conduction properties of the two material types. The 
coke layer conducts an electrical current, while the ferrous layer does not. In the centre of the 
furnace a steel stake was driven through the ferrous layer and into the coke layer below. Another 
steel probe, electrically connected to the centre stake via an ammeter, was then pushed slowly 
through the ferrous layer until the ammeter registered a current. At this point the distance that the 
probe had been driven into the ferrous layer was recorded. Measurements were taken along three 
radii so that a layer thickness profile was developed.
The resistance probe technique is reliable and simple, although the accuracy of the results is very 
dependant on the person pushing the probe into the material. Notably, great care must be taken to
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ensure the probe is pushed very slowly as the ammeter can sometimes give false readings if the 
probe disturbs the material layers too much.
The second technique used to determine the layer thickness incorporated the use of clear 
polycarbonate tubes and a laproscope. The 80mm diameter polycarbonate tubes were attached to 
steel stakes which were driven vertically into the first ferrous layer tested. The tubes were 
arranged in a spiral pattern out from the centre of the furnace. The final coke batch was then 
discharged into the furnace, the other testing was completed and then the final ferrous batch was 
discharged into the furnace. A laproscope, which is a small viewing device able to look out 
through the walls of the polycarbonate tubes as it is lowered down inside them, was then used to 
see the intersection point between the coke and ferrous layers. Once the intersection point was 
determined the position of the laproscope was measured to give the layer thickness.
The laproscope technique encountered several problems during the testing. In particular, some of 
the tubes were knocked over by the material stream during the final ferrous discharge. This 
rendered them useless. Furthermore, the intersection point between the material layers was not 
always visibly clear, making the job of determining the exact layer thickness somewhat 
innaccurate.
6.3 DISCUSSION
The material testing completed inside the furnace was designed to take maximum advantage of 
the unique opportunity provided by the new plant. The work, while relatively costly and complex 
to organise, has already paid for itself many times over in the assistance it has provided to the 
operating plant. The mathematical models [13] which utilise the data gathered from the testing 
have proven to be able to make far more accurate predictions regarding the likely effect of 
furnace operating parameter options. This information allows the furnace to be fine tuned more 
quickly and accurately, providing improved efficiency, stability and iron quality.
The mathematical models are used to predict likely gas flow distributions and reducing gas 
utilisation efficiencies resulting from different raw material distribution patterns. Based on the 
radial particle size segregation data and coke collapse information gathered during the testwork, 
the mathematical models calculate the theoretical radial permeability of the packed bed of
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material inside the furnace. This information is then utilised to determine the pressure drop 
through the packed bed for the volume and pressure of the reducing gas being used. The 
mathematical models predict the gas velocity profile across the furnace radii, and hence the 
utilisation levels. The predictions made by the mathematical models are quite accurate, since the 
original data from the testwork used to set the variables is accurate. The furnace operators are 
guided by the mathematical model predictions in making decisions about the furnace set-up, 
allowing them to consider the likely effects of several options before they commit to any 
parameter changes.
The knowledge gained during the in-fumace tests has been applied to several aspects of the 
furnace operation apart from the process simulation mathematical models. The material surface 
profile information was used as a reference to assist with the commissioning of the profile meter 
and the burden level stockrods. The data enabled the equipment to be fine tuned accurately, 
allowing greater confidence to be placed in their on-line operational information.
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7 CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS 
FOR FURTHER WORK
The enormous material testing program implemented as part of the design and commissioning of 
the No.6 Blast Furnace at BHP Steel Flat Products Division, Port Kembla will continue to pay 
dividends throughout the entire campaign of the furnace. The ultimate aim of the testing program 
was to ensure material size segregation was controlled throughout the process and to provide a 
thorough understanding of the operational characteristics of each component in the system. This 
aim clearly was achieved.
Material testing involvement in the early design stages for the charging conveyor transfer chute, 
the Paul Wurth central hopper furnace top and the distribution chute ensured the final designs 
performed to the required standard on the operating plant. In each case the scale model testing 
enabled the designs to be refined to suit the raw material types used at Port Kembla and the 
conditions under which the actual plant is operated.
The smooth chute used to transfer the raw material batches between the two main furnace 
charging conveyors is a crucial link in the plant operation. The chute is not only required to be 
100% reliable, but in performing the task of transferring material between the misaligned 
conveyors it must also maintain the homogeneous blend of material types and sizes loaded onto 
the first charging conveyor from the stockhouse weigh hoppers. The smooth transfer chute has 
proven in operation to be both reliable and neutral in its effect on material segregation.
The rotating material distribution chute inside the furnace is of equal importance to the plant as 
the charging conveyor transfer chute. The distribution chute must be able to consistently and 
accurately place the raw materials inside the furnace in the desired manner. The chute must also 
be able to resist wear over long periods of time, even in conditions of extreme impact abrasion 
and high temperatures. The half stone box, half smooth distribution chute selected for use on 
No.6 Blast Furnace on the basis of the results from material testing has performed exceptionally 
well to date. Since the commencement of operations the chute has achieved an 18 week 
campaign easily, with prospects of a longer life appearing achievable. Further work aimed at
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modelling the flow mechanism onto and across the chute could be beneficial in better 
understanding chute wear and performance. A relationship between chute wear and material 
stream trajectory would be of significant benefit to the furnace operation.
During the final commissioning phase of the stockhouse an extensive material testing program 
was undertaken. This work provided essential information for the fine tuning and initial set-up of 
the stockhouse equipment. Data gathered from the testing was also used to develop an 
understanding of the effects of each material handling process on the final batches sent to the 
furnace top. Control of the processes in the stockhouse to minimise material segregation and 
optimise the materials handling efficiency is far more accurate as a result of the material testing 
program undertaken.
A similar type a material testing program as used in the stockhouse was applied to the furnace 
top as part of the commissioning work. The tests were designed to check results achieved on 
scale models of the equipment and to provide an accurate understanding of the material 
segregation characteristics of each component in the system. The detailed knowledge gained 
from the test work has been directly applied to the furnace operation for the optimisation of 
charging patterns. This information, coupled with that gathered from the stockhouse testing has 
provided an extremely detailed understanding of the entire furnace charging system.
The in-fumace test work, undertaken just prior to the commencement of operations, made the 
most of the once-in-a-furnace-lifetime opportunity to gather the information. Tests conducted on 
the burden surface provided detailed knowledge regarding radial and circumferential material 
segregation inside the furnace, burden surface profiles and the coke collapse phenomenon. This 
information is proving invaluable to the successful furnace operation.
As a means of better understanding the actual operation of the blast furnace, further work 
involving a two-phase air/particle study of the burden surface would be of significant use. This 
work would be best aimed at understanding the effects the reducing gases inside the furnace have 
on particle trajectories off the distribution chute, and also how the particle buoyancy generated 
by the upwardly mobile gases effects piling segregation on the burden surface and particle 
mixing between coke and ferrous layers.
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Improvements to the wear lining design on the charging conveyor transfer chute is an ongoing 
task which has the potential to reduce maintenance costs by increasing chute life. The 
replacement of high alumina ceramic wear tiles with Ni-hard tiles in the impact region on the 
chute has improved the initial service life by approximately 6 to 8 weeks. Further improvements 
are possible via tile shape optimisation and minor chute shape alterations. Some of the prototype 
Ni-hard tiles have long thin pointed ends which are difficult to fit accurately and are less resistant 
to the extremely high impact and abrasion wear. In some cases, several tiles with pointed ends 
are fitted along side one another which results in a high ratio of inter-tile gaps to total surface 
area. Inter-tile gaps act as sites for accelerated wear as particles run along them and gouge the 
gaps wider as well as extending the gap along into adjacent whole tiles. By modifying some of 
the tile shapes to reduce the number of pointed ends to a minimum, and by attempting to not 
have multiple tiles with pointed ends meeting together on the chute surface at a common point, 
the overall wear resistance of the chute will be further improved. The chute shape is also quite 
complex, with many small irregular-shaped surfaces fitted together at various angles in a 
contorted patchwork to form the overall curved, twisting, sloping chute. By optimising the chute 
design, the construction of the chute frame can be less complex. This will allow the wear tile 
shapes to be simpler and they will also be easier to fit accurately.
Ongoing problems with the build up of damp quartzite, limestone and iron ore fines on 
vibrofeeder trays, chutes and inside weigh hoppers need to have solutions implemented. To date 
various vibrofeeder tray liner material types have been tested, including plastic, stainless steel, 
bisalloy and a welded hard faced product known as dua-plate. The stainless steel liners were 
fabricated as a single piece, with the side liners being incorporated with the bottom tray liner. 
The intersection between the sides and bottom were smooth, large radius curves. The dua-plate 
provides superior wear resistance although suffers the most build-up problems, while the plastic 
liner virtually eliminates build-up with the trade off that it does not resist material impact at all 
well. The other liner material types fit in between with all proving unsatisfactory in most 
applications. Heated tray liners or air sparging may prove to be of some use in eliminating the 
problem of the fines build up. Special treatment of existing proprietry wear lining materials to 
provide extremely smooth, crack free surfaces may also assist with the solution.
The general optimisation of wear lining materials and designs in the stockhouse and furnace top 
will provide opportunities for reduced maintenance costs and greater plant availability. At
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present improvements appear possible by adopting a general cast-in stud design for Ni-hard tiles 
in place of through-bolting. A material specification change for Ni-hard tiles in coke wear 
applications to a higher chromium based product will increase the life of these items.
Efforts must continue to reach a solution to the problem of displaced gas and dust being blown 
out through the top of the material hopper during filling. While there is presently no clear option 
being pursued, gains have been made through the application of several minor adjustments, 
including the reduction of the maximum opening on the upper material gate and the use of the 
hopper pressure relief system to provide an additional pathway for the escaping gas.
The effectiveness of the belt scrapers on the two main charging conveyors and the stockhouse 
small sinter system conveyors requires improvement. Since the commencement of the furnace 
operation, considerable fines carry back on these belts has created a range of problems. These 
problems have included the build up of material on the return rollers, creating belt vibration and 
subsequent bouncing of the return ploughs. The jamming of return rollers as a result of the carry 
back piling up under the rollers and eventually smothering them has caused several roller 
failures. Safety regulations require that the belts be stopped in order for the carry back to be 
cleaned from under them. The operational requirements of the plant dictate that the belts only 
stop during scheduled maintenance periods, which occur at 18 week intervals. The long time 
between opportunities for cleaning results in the task being both massively time consuming and 
expensive.
To date consideration has been given to a number of belt cleaning options. An air-jet cleaning 
system used effectively at No.5 Blast Furnace may provide a solution for the two main charging 
conveyors, although this option is relatively expensive. A water spray cleaning system would 
very likely solve the carry back problem, although it introduces several other complexities 
associated with the handling of the slurry generated. Trials are presently under way to determine 
if different types and combinations of standard scrapers can overcome the bulk of the problem. In 
addition to refining scraper design and application, belt vibration is also being studied with a 
view to eliminating it and therefore allowing the scrapers to sit consistently against the belt. 
Mixing up return roller spacings to prevent the belt vibrating at its natural frequency is being 
undertaken along with the installation of flat return roller frames to eliminate uneven cross belt
tension.
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7.1 SUM M ARY
This thesis documents the extensive work undertaken as part of the design, testing, construction,
commissioning and operation of the raw materials charging system at the No.6 Blast Furnace, 
BHP Steel, Flat Products Division, Port Kembla. The information contained in this thesis will be 
used by the furnace operators, maintainers and engineers throughout the campaign life of the 
furnace to assist in ensuring the plant efficiency is maximised. By reading this thesis and 
understanding why the equipment is designed the way it is, the methods used to set the plant up 
and the original operational data, people will be well placed to make accurate and well informed 
decisions about the operation of the plant in the years to come.
The initial blow-in of the furnace and uprate to a stable daily iron output was remarkably smooth 
and trouble free. Much of this is directly attributable to the extensive work undertaken prior to 
the initial start-up in understanding how the plant functions and how to best operate it. Within six 
weeks of the initial blow-in, the daily iron budget for the furnace was increased to 95% of the 
maximum design output of 7350 tonnes per day. To date, the furnace has been able to 
consistently achieve this rate of production, with hot metal chemistry within specification. The 
total fuel rate has stabilised at approximately 480kg per tonne of hot metal, which is very close to 
the original anticipated fuel useage.
The work undertaken in the raw material charging system on the No.6 Blast Furnace Project in 
the interests of ensuring particle size segregation was thoroughly 
both extensive and justified. Benefits of the work have already 
realised as part of the operation of the furnace.
controlled and understood was 
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